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This wouldn’t have happened, Ashley, with a Tandem NonStop™ System.

When you lose your computer,
do you lose your customers too?
Your customers count on you to deliver. If you don’t, they
may disappear. Sometimes forever.
All it takes is one small failure somewhere in the system.
One disc or disc controller. One input/output channel.
Something you’ve never heard of can put you out of
business. Unless you have a Tandem
NonStop™ System.
NonStop™ Operation, to be sure.
This system keeps on running, right through
a failure which would shut down any other
system in the world. Including a failure in
a disc, a disc controller, an input or output
channel, even one of the processors.
No one else can approach this performance.
Tandem takes even a critical failure in
stride, without loss or duplication of any
t ran sact i o n- i n- p rocess.
No downtime. No lost records. No lost
customera

The Tandem Users Group reads like a “Who’s who” in
international business, industry, finance and government.
You don’t have to be a member of the Fortune 1000, but
most of the companies with Tandem NonStop'" Systems
installed are in fact the leaders in their fields They looked
and they bought Tandem. The system,
the software, the support. And the
company behind it.

The company’s worth keeping.
Especially your own. And you’ll be joining
excellent company, too.

C"

The way to grow.
Without penalty and without regrets.
Tandem NonStop'" Systems let you
start with only the computer system
you need right now. As you need them,
you can add processors, terminals,
programs and locations to take you
from a local system to a global
network. And never lose one cent on
your original investment. Same
hardware. Same software. With low
cost additions, not replacements.
And you’ll be keeping your customers,
too.
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NonStop™
Systems

For Complete Information Contact:

TANDEM COMPUTERS
DISTRIBUTED IN
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NCAMIS/48

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS PTY. LTD.
3 Bowen Crescent,
22 Atchison Street,
S.G.I.O. Building,
Melbourne, Vic. 3004
St. Leonards, N.S.W. 2065 Cnr. Turbot & Albert Sts,
Telephone (03) 267 4133 Telephone (02) 438 4566 Brisbane, Queensland 4000
Telephone (07) 229 3766

3rd Floor,
151 South Terrace,
Adelaide. S.A. 5000
Telephone (08) 212 1110

flans Briefs non ifm
[Snipnar World
“News Briefs from the Computer World” is a regular
feature which covers local and overseas developments in
the computer industry including new products, interest
ing techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical
events of interest.

The well-equipped workshops at Waterloo NSW,
incorporate a floor area of 35,000 square feet at present
serviced by 15, 5 and 1.5 tonne overhead travelling cranes.
As previously stated, an additional 25 tonne crane will be
installed in December.
The workshop was extended last year to provide an
additional 6,500 square feet of working area under the
heavy cranes, plus new factory amenities. The extensions
incorporate a lower level floor under the heavy crane to
provide a 6.7 metre height under the crane hook. Earlier
this year the dymanic balancing equipment was upgraded
by the installation of a new Schenk H4UB 2 tonne hard
balancing machine, together with a new 15 tonne balanc
ing stand equipped with a variable speed hydraulic drive.

9TH AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER EXHIBITION
AND CONFERENCE, HOBART, TASMANIA

EXTENSIONS TO JONES AND RICKARD
REPAIR SERVICE FACILITIES
Jones and Rickard Pty Ltd recently stepped up their
machining capabilities with the installation of a large heavy
duty lathe. This lathe has a capacity of 2500mm swing
diameter, 5700mm length between supports and maximum
weight of 28 tonne between centres.
With a wide range of speeds from 1.8 to 355 rpm, the
lathe is ideal for service shop applications ranging from
banding and commutator turning of large armatures up to
heavy machining of turbine rotors, rolls, etc. The lathe is
driven by a 100KW slipring motor and incorporates 36
longitudinal and 36 traverse feed rates.
In keeping with the heavy repair capability, J. and R.
will install in December a 25 tonne overhead travelling
crane on the same rails as the existing 15 tonne crane,
which will permit a maximum combined lifting capability
of 40 tonnes.
Jones and Rickard Pty Ltd is a private Australian
company which has been providing a repair service to indus
try for 55 years. Their services include repair and rewind
ing of electric motors and generators up to the largest
sizes, repair and rewinding of lifting magnets, dynamic
balancing of jobs up to 15 tonne weight and a wide range of
general machining work.

Riddell Exhibition Promotions Pty Ltd, organisers
of the highly successful 8th World Computer Exhibition
held in Melbourne, October 1980, has been appointed by
the Australian Computer Society to organise the 9th
Australian Computer Exhibition to be held in Hobart,
Tasmania, from 24-27 August, 1981.
The exhibition will be the largest computer exhib
ition ever to be staged in Tasmania and the largest of all
computer shows in Australia in 1982. Expected atten
dance in excess of 10,000 visitors. The exhibition will be
held in the Elizabeth Street Pier Building and the Hobart
City Hall (each building being less than three minutes’
walk from the other), and located almost in the heart of
the city. Business houses will have ample opportunity to
visit this most important event.
The exhibition will be advertised extensively through
out Australia and New Zealand and a large contingent of
buyers will be expected from that country.
The 9th Australian Computer Conference is being
organised by the Australian Computer Society, Tasmanian
Branch, and about 1,800 delegates are expected to attend
the five day conference from 23-27 August, 1982. The
(Continued on page Hi)

Jones & Rickard new range of
FREQUENCY CHANGERS
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J & R 50 KVA 50/60 HZ 600 R.P.M.
Single Shaft Brushless
Frequency Changer.

• Predominantly single shaft brushless construction.
• Bodies assembled on building plugs - to minimise weight,
cost and manufacturing time.
• High performance necessary for computer and aircraft
ground support supplies.
• Control Gear mounted above andpre-wired to machines
- to reduce installation costs.
• JonesS Rickard setsoperating in all Australian mainland
States.
Our Services include: Dynamic Balancing-All weights and
sizes, Heavy Electrical Rewinding and Repairs, Lifting
Magnet Manufacture and Repair, G.E. of U.S. Franchised
Service Shop.

JONES & RICKARD
PTY. LTD.
SINCE 1926
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He’s very
temperamental.
Because he’s so touchy, you have to treat your
computer with kid gloves to get the best out
of him.
At Cemac Interiors we do everything from
keeping him happy to spoiling him rotten.
Static gives him the hiccups:
Unsuitable floor coverings cause static
charges that go to earth via a computer. And
when he hiccups you get data loss or complete
shut-down. To prevent this we install Cemac Tate
anti-static carpet as part of our Cemac Tate
Access Flooring System.
Access Flooring not only takes care of
unsightly wires, cables and plumbing, but saves
considerably on re-location time and expense.
You have total flexibility with telephones, power
outlets, lights, gas and water pipes and will save
on central air conditioning costs.
Dust makes him sneeze:
Plaster and mineral fibre ceilings give off
dust that gets into your computer and onto
micro-chips, diodes, transistors and electrical
connections. And when he sneezes it causes
data loss and interruption, short circuits and
machine shutdowns. So above their access
floors Cemac Interiors install metal pan ceilings
that don’t make him sneeze.

Heat makes him blow his cool:
If a computer gets too hot it shuts itself off.
So when he blows his cool, the result is very
expensive downtime.That’s why Cemac Interiors
also offer single source responsibility for the
installation of air conditioning and fire protection
equipment as part of a total access flooring
package.
Rip-offs leave him completely devastated:
If the confidential data he’s racked his brain to
produce falls into the wrong hands, he gets very
upset. So Cemac Interiors arrange total security
protection.
Cemac Interiors also supply ambient and task
lighting, partitioning, and computer room work
stations from the Westinghouse Open Plan
Office System.
In fact everything to keep your computer
working happily.
Give us a call and we’ll put it all together
for you.
Beautifully.

cemac

Sydney
Melbourne
Brisbane
Adelaide
Hobart
Perth

2903788
4198233
221 5099
453656
295444
444 7888
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Automating the Restructuring of
Network Data Bases
M.A. Steel*
An algorithm for unloading and reloading network data bases is described. Although the
method is applicable generally to network data bases, CODASYL terminology is used. A program cap
able of generating commented COBOL unload and reload programs from schema definitions is
outlined. Types of restructuring that can be handled automatically are listed, as also are types that can
be handled with a small amount of modification to the generated programs.
Keywords and phrases: DBMS, CODASYL, Database conversions, Loading and unloading data
bases, Network data bases, Restructuring data bases.
CR Categories: 4.33, 4.41

THE DATA CONVERSION PROBLEM
Most modern data base software systems offer a
degree of “data independence”. No longer does a structural
change in the arrangement of an organisation’s data neces
sarily mean that programs using the data being restructured
have to be amended. With some data base implementations
(e.g. of the CODASYL type) recompilations of programs
are usually required but recompilation procedures can
easily be semi-automated and need not involve the expendi
ture of much time from data processing personnel. In many
cases only programs that currently access data-items or sets
to be deleted by the change need to be actually amended.
Less progress has been made in automating the actual
data conversion, although much has been written on the
subject. A majority of DBMS users surveyed in Australia see
logical restructuring as a major potential problem in the
future (Smyth, 1979). Fry and Sibley (1976) list the func
tional capabilities of reorganisation facilities for several well
known commercial DBMS packages. In general they are
very restricted in what types of logical restructuring they
can perform.

Most popular has been the idea that a user should
specify his restructuring by means of two non-procedural
languages; a “data definition language” that allows steps
1 and 3 to be automated, and a “data conversion language”
that permits automation of step 2. Research along these
lines has proceeded at the University of Pennsylvania
(Ramirez, Rin and Prywes, 1974), the University of Michi
gan (Swartwout, Deppe and Fry, 1977 and Schindler and
Fry, 1978), the IBM San Jose Research Laboratories (Shu,
Housel, Taylor, Ghosh and Lum, 1977) and the System
Development Corporation (Shoshani, 1975). With all these
approaches there have been difficulties:
1.
The almost infinite variety of restructuring possibili
ties makes difficult the formulation of any compre
hensive data conversion language.
2.
The data definition language has to be yet another
DDL for the user to learn.
3.
Some of these techniques are limited to hierarchical
structures.

SUBDIVISION OF THE RESTRUCTURE OPERATION
Typically when data bases are restructured, special
programs are written to effect the data conversion. Some
times a program may be able to convert the data “in situ”
(Gerritsen and Morgan, 1976) but commonly available data
base software rarely permits this approach since a data base
is normally allowed to have only one defined structure, not
two, at any one time. Therefore the new data base with the
new structure normally has to be built separately in spacetime from the old one.
Most research work has concentrated on the idea of a
three stage data base conversion process:
1.
Unload of the data base to a serial file in some “stan
dard” format.
2.
Conversion of the data, resulting in another file in the
same basic format.
3.
Reload of the new data base from the serial file.

A PRACTICAL APPROACH WITH CODASYL
DATA BASES
The method used by the author is perhaps more prag
matic. What is really wanted by the user is a software tool
which will result in his having to code a minimum of pro
gramming and in a language with which he is familiar
(COBOL). Thus the author’s approach:
1.
Uses the standard CODASYL DDL as the means of
automating the load and unload steps.
2.
Eliminates step 2, the special conversion step, al
together. Many types of restructuring can be perfor
med automatically in the reload step from a compari
son of the source and target data base structures.
Most of the rest are easy to effect by means of small
programming changes in either the unload r. the
reload step.
Before explaining this further it is necessary to under
stand the algorithms the method uses for unloading and re
loading network data bases.

“Copyright © 1981, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

UNLOADING A FREE STRUCTURE
Before dealing with the more complex case of a net
work structure let us look at a general procedure for un
loading a tree-structured data base to a serial file. Figure 1
shows a hierarchical structure in which A, B, C, D, E rep-

*The author is with the Computer Centre, Deakin University, Wauru Ponds, Victoria 3217. Manuscript received 8 October 1980 and revised
20 January 1981.
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Figure 1. Tree Structure.

resent different record types. The structure indicates that
for each A record there may be any number of occurrences
of B and C type member records.
A straightforward way of unloading this data base
would be to unload all members behind their owner
records. For example, behind each A record will be un
loaded all its B and C member records although the C mem
bers will not in general be adjacent to each other in the un
loaded file because after each C record will be unloaded all
its D and E member records. It should be noted that
whereas only record type codes and record contents are
written to the serial file, all the set information is derivable
from the order of the records in the file.
UNLOADING A NETWORK STRUCTURE
Figure 2 is the same as Figure 1 except that record
types F and G and the sets B-D, F-G and G-E have been
added turning the tree structure into a network structure.
For the purposes of unloading this data base to a
serial file we can break down the structure into two trees
plus two additional sets; this is represented in Figure 3. The
two trees are the original one of Figure 1 and the “tree”
F-G, and the two sets that do not fit into either tree are
B-D and G-E. These two sets are termed “side sets” in the
dicussion below and the other sets are referred to as “tree
sets” for want of a better name. The tree set that links a
given record type to its owner record type in the tree is re
ferred to below as the “lifeline set” for that record type;
record types at the top of trees do not have lifeline sets.
To unload this data base, we separately unload each
of the trees in a similar manner to that described for the
tree structured data base except that now we must include
some extra side set information along with the records that
we are unloading.
7/0

The method of recording side set information that is
proposed requires that each time a record is “found” in the
data base it is possible to obtain programmatically a value
that uniquely identifies that record occurrence in the data
base and can be used to retrieve the record. For CODASYL
standard DBMS implementations this “record identifier”
can be the data base key that is obtainable using a MOVE
STATUS command. In the CODASYL 1978 recommenda
tions the data base key loses its significance as the physical
address of the record (Caelli, 1979), however this is not
anyway a requirement here since all that is asked of the
data base key is that it should provide a unique tag for each
record occurrence. The reload algorithm (described later)
also requires that the data base key in the new data base
should enable a previously stored record to be retrieved
again for insertion in set occurrences.
Whenever a record is unloaded to the serial file as part
of a tree, its data base key is recorded along with the record
itself on the file. In addition, side set information should be
unloaded as follows. Whenever a record is unloaded that
could be the owner of any side set occurrence (e.g. any
records of types B or G in Figure 3), then the side set is
scanned and for each side set member found, the member’s
data base key is written to the serial file. Thus following the
owner record on the serial file will be all the data base keys
of side set member records in the same order in which they
exist in the side set owned by the owner record. Only the
data base keys of the member records and not the member
records themselves need be unloaded at this point as for
each member record its contents will be written at some
other point on the serial file.
The above method will result in a serial file which
contains all record and set information in the data base. It
will be one of near minimal size because it will contain no
duplication of record contents. Its actual size relative to the
size of the data base from which it originated will depend
on the ratio of side set occurrences to tree set occurrences
which should be as low as possible. Often the user will have
some flexibility in the choice of which sets should be tree
sets and which should be side sets and thus the size of the
file and the time taken to unload the data base can be re
duced to a minimum.

Figure 2. Plex Structure.
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choice of set occurrence in each case. Thus data for new
record and set types has to be entered into the new data
base after the reload operation, this is not really part of the
restructuring operation.

Figure 3. Trees within Plex Structure,

It has been assumed until this point that if a record
type can be a member of a particular set type then all
occurrences of that record type will be. This assumption
need not be true although it usually is. The method assumes
that each record occurrence is a member of an occurrence
of its lifeline set. If this is not true the record will not be
found. To overcome this problem another set must be cho
sen as the lifeline set for the record type, or failing that, the
record type must be defined as the top record type of a
new tree structure.
Another restriction influences the selection of trees
from a structure. When set types are present for which
more than one record type may be a member it must be
possible to choose trees so that if a set is a tree set then it is
the lifeline set for all its member types. As many trees as is
necessary can be created from a structure so as to ensure
compliance with this rule.
TYPES OF DATA BASE CHANGE
Data bases evolve gradually and no matter how large
a structural change may be there is always a degree of
commonality between the old and the new data base struc
tures. Thus some record types will be retained (albeit pos
sibly in a new format) and some set types will be retained
with the same owner record types and at least some of the
same member record types. Thus part of the old data base
structure will be retained, and this “skeleton” structure
should be reloaded intact by any reload program. In addit
ion some old record and set types may be deleted and some
new record and set types may be created. Deleted records
can just be ignored by the reload program and so also can
the linkage information associated with deleted set types.
With new record and set types, however, the reload pro
gram can do little more than observe that these new types
exist. It cannot reload records of the new type because
none are present on the input file, and it cannot insert exis
ting records into any new set type occurrences because it
cannot know into which set occurrence to insert each
record. A special exception to this is the case of a new set
type with the CODASYL “singular” attribute, this type of
new set can be automatically loaded since there is no
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

THE RELOAD ALGORITHM
The algorithm outlined below assumes that the old
data base has been unloaded using the previously described
technique. There is another important assumption that it
makes. If the data base software used requires that when a
record of a given type is stored in the new data base, its
owner in a specific set must be known so that it can be
automatically inserted into an occurrence of that specific
set; then that specific set type must exist in the old data
base structure also and must be the record type’s lifeline
set.
In practice this last requirement must be examined
in relation to the data base software being used. With most
CODASYL standard DBMS implementations there should
not be a problem because any “AUTOMATIC” sets in the
new structure can usually be made temporarily
“MANUAL” during the duration of the reload operation
and the only requirement then arising out of this assump
tion is that “VIA” sets in the new structure must be selec
ted as tree sets in the old structure. This would be impos
sible if the VIA set did not exist in the old data base struc
ture; however in this case a preliminary unload-reload
operation to create the set as a non-VI A set overcomes the
problem.
As described previously, the serial file resulting from
the unload operation consists of record contents data in
tree sequence intermixed with side set linkage information.
The reload algorithm has two phases; a “Store Records”
phase and a “Insert Side Set Links” phase.
THE STORE RECORDS PHASE
The records are read in the old tree sequence and as
each record is read it is stored in the new data base unless
it is of a type that is no longer required. If the record’s life
line set exists in the new structure also then the record can
be INSERTed into this set immediately after it has been
stored because the set owner record will be known (it will
be the most recent of its type that has been stored). When
a record has been stored its new data base key can be ob
tained. At this point the data base keys of this record in
both the new and old structures are known since the latter
is on the serial file. The connection between these data base
keys must be remembered for later and so the new data
base key is written to a temporary random file indexed by
the value of the old data base key. A performance refine
ment in the reload is to write data base keys to the random
file only for those records that could have been members of
any side sets according to the definition of the old structure
as stored on the input file.
Side set information read from the serial file is simply
copied at this stage to a temporary serial file except that for
each side set occurrence the new data base key of the
owner record (now known) is added in. Of course if aside
set type is omitted from the new structure the side set
information can be ignored.
THE INSERT SIDE SET LINKS PHASE
During this phase the temporary file containing the
side set data is read back in the same order to that in which
it was written. For each side set occurrence, the owner rec111
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ord is first found in the data base using the new data base
key noted in the preceding phase. On the temporary serial
file we have only the old data base keys of the side set
member records, these must be converted to new data base
keys using the temporary random file built during the pre
ceding phase. Each member record can then be retrieved in
turn from the data base using its new data base key and
INSERTed into the side set occurrence. It is allowable that
the record may not be found since it could be of a type no
longer retained in which case the condition can simply be
ignored.
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESTRUCTURING
SOFTWARE DEVELOPED
A program called DBUTGN (see Figure 4) has been
developed which can:
1.
Read a source CODASYL DDL file and from it gen
erate a COBOL unload program.
2.
Read a target CODASYL DDL file and from it gener
ate a COBOL load program.
The unload and reload programs can either execute
simultaneously communicating with inter-process messages
or can execute separately communicating via a file. Check
point/restart facilities are built in. Unloading can be con
current with user read access.
112

TYPES OF RESTRUCTURING THAT CAN BE
HANDLED
The method can handle automatically:
—
the deletion and creation of record and set types,
—
changes in physical data base parameters,
—
changes in member record order in sets,
—
changes to access methods (e.g. CALC keys, VIA to
CALC),
—
addition/removal of prior or owner pointers,
—
trailing expansion/truncation of records.
Record reformatting and recoding can usually be
handled very simply by adding a few COBOL statements to
the particular routine in either the unload or the reload
program that handles the specific record type. The same is
true for the splitting of a record type into two or the repli
cation of owner data items among set members. It is very
difficult to automate such changes in a general fashion but
in practice it is very easy to implement specific instances of
them by altering the well-commented generated programs.
Changing a “one to many” link to a “many to many”
link with the introduction of a “link record type” is achiev
able also by means of a “not too difficult” alteration to the
load program where it stores the original owner records.
In the author’s experience the vast majority of
restructuring changes can be handled in this way. A more
complete (but still incomplete) list of types of change that
may be required is given by Navathe and Fry (1976) and
Sockut and Goldberg (1979); some of these types are con
sidered by the author to be unlikely to be met in practical
situations.
APPLICABILITY OF THE METHOD TO ANY
NETWORK DATA BASE
Ignoring for the moment the question of DBMS soft
ware facilities needed, the method appears to be applicable
to network data bases generally subject to the following
restrictions:
1.
The restriction already noted above that if a record’s
membership in a set must be known at the time it is
put into the data base then that set must be the
record’s lifeline set in the old data base.
2.
When records are INSERTed into a new set in the
order in which they were retrieved from the old set
then this must result in the records being in the same
order in the new set as in the old. For CODASYL
data bases this means in practice changing ORDER IS
PRIOR and ORDER IS LAST specifications to
ORDER IS NEXT just for the duration of the reload.
Loops in the data base structure can be handled
successfully provided that at least one set in each loop is
not selected in any tree; thus single cycle loops as advoca
ted by the CODASYL 1978 specifications (Caelli, 1979)
can be handled provided that the loop sets are defined to be
side sets.
The main requirement from the DBMS software is
that it should support the CODASYL 1978 concept of a
data base key.
CONCLUSIONS
Deakin University have used the method successfully
to implement logical changes in four widely different ad
ministrative application data bases. On average each has
about 30 record types and 30 set types. The DBMS soft
ware was designed to CODASYL 1973 specifications and
executes on DEC system 20 hardware.
The Australian Computer Journal, Voi. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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The sequence of all retained sets has been found to be
preserved and the method is reasonably efficient in that
there is a minimum of “handling” of record contents and
only side set linkage information needs to suffer much
manipulation. For structures that are nearly tree structures,
the side set information can be kept to a minimum and this
will be reflected in faster performance and in a more
compact intermediate file.
It is likely that use of DBUTGN will soon be exten
ded to other sites.
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Data Independence in Data Base
Design
I.T. Hawryszkiewycz*
Data independence is discussed in the context of program stability following a system change.
Data independence is first defined and limitations imposed by the architectures of contemporary data
base management systems and by the nature of data base changes outlined. Methods of overcoming
the limitations are then discussed. These include both improvements in data base architecture and the
use of standards in the design method. Emphasis is then placed on design methods, which improve
data independence with contemporary data base management systems. One class of such methods is
then outlined and their ability to improve program stability given a range of data base changes
discussed.
Keywords and Phrases: data analysis, data independence, data base design.
CR Categories: 3.50,4.33,4.39.

INTRODUCTION
Program stability following data base change has al
ways been one of the major objectives of data base manage
ment (Fry and Sibley, 1976). This objective has generally
been called data independence and its goal is to make pro
gram logic independent of data base structure. The advan
tages of data independence are obvious in that maintenance
costs can be minimised through reduction of program
changes following changes to system requirements; this in
turn allows orderly evolution of system development in
that existing functions can remain unaltered while the
system evolves in new directions.
Data independence, however, has been an evasive al
though desirable goal. Early claims were that it will be an
automatic benefit that one obtains by using a dbm system.
However, this was not substantiated and it became clear
that further developments both in data base technology and
in data base modelling and design were necessary to achieve
the fruits of data independence.
The term data independence itself has always been
loosely used perhaps adding to the confusion of the precise
benefits that it should provide. To define such benefits it is
perhaps worthwhile and necessary to develop a concrete
definition of the term.

WHAT IS DATA INDEPENDENCE
Most definitions of data base independence assume
base architectures composed of three levels, namely:
the physical data base,
the data base schema, and
the data base subschema.
The physical data base is the arrangement of the var
ious data base components on physical devices. It includes
both the items that are contained in the data base and the
physical access paths used to access data items.
The data base schema defines the logical structure of
the data base and its physical organisation.
The third level, the subschema, defines that part of

data
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(iii)
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the data base which is made available to an application pro
gram. The subschema is mainly concerned with the logical
data base and not its physical structure.
Data independence depends on the relationship
between subschema and the physical data base. It is usually
defined in two parts, namely:
•
logical data independence — subschema are indepen
dent of each other, and
•
physical data independence — subschema are indepen
dent of the physical data base.
In its broadest perspective, logical data independence
exists if it is possible for users to have different views of the
same physical data base. Thus, for example, in Figure 1, it
should be possible for a data base administrator (DBA) to
define a data base in terms of one data model. However,
individual programs should be able to refer to this data base
in terms of some other data model. Furthermore, it should
be possible for the data base administrator to allow an
application program to refer to only a subset of the data
base.
The data model and subset of the data base used by
an application program is often called the user view or the
external view. It is defined by the subschema. In the general
sense a DBA should be able to define an arbitrary user view
given any schema.
By allowing external views to use a variety of data
models, application programs can choose that view which
describes the data to the application program in the most

DATA
MODEL

DATA
BASE
DEFINITION
DATA
MODEL

Figure 1. Data models in user views
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natural way. As a result, the code of the application
program is simpler than would have been the case had trans
lation from user semantics to those of an. unnatural data
structure been necessary.
PROGRAM STABILITY
Data bases may change in two ways. Firstly there
may be a physical change, which is a change in the arrange
ment of items on storage devices or changes made to indi
ces, list structure or access keys to improve performance.
Secondly, there may be a logical change, which may add,
delete or change logical components in the data base. The
first kind of change is usually made for performance
reasons. The second is usually caused by changes in user
data requirements.
A discussion on program stability must also disting
uish between programs that make use of some logical data
base change and those that do not — here called affected
and unaffected programs.
Informally program stability requires that:
•
no programs change following a physical data base
change, and
•
unaffected programs not change following a logical
data base change.
Physical data independence is necessary for program
stability following physical data base changes. If the sub
schema is independent of physical structure then the sub
schema need not change following physical changes.
Similarly both physical and logical data independence are
necessary for program stability of unaffected programs
after a logical data base change. The subschema of these
programs are independent of other subschema and the
physical data base and hence should stay the same follow
ing the logical change.
This condition, here called weak logical data indepen
dence, can be formally expressed by the schema-subschema
mapping, VM,
VM = {<S1,v1>|S1 is a schema and v1 a subschema}
Here <S1,v1> in VM specifies that the DBM system includes
the ability to provide a subschema, v1, given a schema SI.
If SI is the data base schema and v1 is the subschema of an
unaffected program P then given a schema change E:S1*S2
weak logical data independence holds for P if both
<S1 ,v1> and <S2,vl> are in VM.
The condition that subschema of unaffected pro
grams not change following a schema change is not, how
ever, sufficient for program stability. It is also necessary for
the subschema view to have the same contents so that pro
grams execution results in the same change to the contents
of the data base before and after the schema change. This
condition, here called strong logical data independence, is
defined as follows.
Suppose S1 (t) are the contents of the data base
defined by schema, SI, and v! (t) the contents available to a
program under view v1. Strong logical data independence
holds for a program P under a schema change E: S1*S2 if
(i)
weak logical data independence holds for v1 under
schema change E, and
(ii)
the transformation P(v1 (t)) is the same under both S1
and S2.
One reason for a distinction between weak and strong
data independence arises from actual and derived items in
the subschema. A user view vl can contain an item I which
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

is actual under S1 but becomes derived under S2. The user
view is the same under both SI and S2, hence weak logical
data independence holds. However, the program can no
longer update item I under S2, hence strong logical data in
dependence does not hold. Other reasons concern changes
made to keys or relationships and are discussed later.
A more general necessary condition can be developed
for strong logical data independence; it uses relational
theory and assumes that the contents of the data base can
be represented by one relation R, which has no redundant
attributes. The user view, v1, then becomes a projection of
R. A necessary condition for strong data independence is
that the data in projection v1 from SI equals the data in
the projection of v1 from S2 for all time.
Given this distinction, strong data independence de
pends on the nature of the data base change whereas weak
logical data independence depends on the mapping VM and
hence on the facilities provided by a data base management
system. Thus in the first instance program stability depends
on the technical limitations imposed on the mapping VM
by the DBM system.
LIMITATION IMPOSED BY DBM SYSTEMS
The goal of DBM systems must be to provide a map
ping VM which improves the range of subschema supported
for a given schema. Such mappings must both realise the
subschema structure and allow DBM routines to convert
application program commands that refer to the subschema
into commands that refer to the physical data base as de
fined by the schema.
For example, if a schema is defined by a network
model and a user wants to view the data base using the
relational model, then the mapping requires a translator
between the relational commands in the application pro
gram and operations on the network model.
The lack of a general solution for the conversion of
comands between arbitrary data models at the subschema
and schema levels limits the range of subschema supported
from a schema. As a result there are restrictions on the
range of views that can be provided at the subschema level
given a data base and on the commands allowed with each
subschema. Hence at this stage most commercial data base
management systems support mappings where:
•
the subschema uses the same data model as the
schema,
•
the subschema is at best a subset of the schema, and
•
some records in the subschema contains items derived
from more than one record in the schema.
ACHIEVING THE GOALS OF DATA INDEPENDENCE
To realise some of the goals of data base indepen
dence requires, either:
•
the use of improved technologies that increase the
range of subschema supported given a schema, or
•
adoption of design methodologies, which use a user
oriented semantic model, to improve program stabil
ity.
Technical developments to improve data indepen
dence concentrate on three areas, namely:
•
the development of data models with improved gen
erality of mappings between schema and subschema
levels. The relational model is a prime example of this
approach. It includes relational algebra commands,
which can define an external view from a set of basic
schema relations. Both the external views and the
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•

•

schema use the relational model.
improvements in contemporary DBM systems
through the gradual removal of restrictions on map
pings and provision of better restructuring facilities.
Usually vendors make small increments to the map
pings and restructuring facilities available using one
data model. However, future systems can be expec
ted to support more than one data model at the sub
schema level for a given schema. Particular develop
ments here centre on providing relational subschema
from a network data base (Zaniolo, 1979).
the development of special architectures to simplify
the mapping process.

THREE LEVEL ARCHITECTURES
Technical developments in the last of these areas con
centrated around three level architectures (Tsichritzis and
Klug, 1978). The three proposed levels are:
—
a conceptual level to represent a particular enterprise.
—
the external level to represent user application views,
and
—
the internal level to store the objects in the concep
tual and external levels.
The data base administrator defines a conceptual
schema using the conceptual data model at the conceptual
level. External views are made available to users to suit their
application. To do this the data base administrator defines
external schema using the data model at the external level.
It then becomes possible for the enterprise to be defined
using one model, say, relational; user views of the same
enterprise may on the other hand be based on other data
models as for example the network or hierarchial models.
Users can choose the external model that most suits their
application. Finally the data base administrator defines the
internal schema, which defines the actual storage structures
used to store the data base.
Research on three level architectures has raised sev
eral issues that are symptomatic of the general problem of
achieving data independence. These include:
•
uncertainty about the model or facilities to be used
at the conceptual level;
•
the development of a general solution for mappings
between the external and conceptual models; in par
ticular the translation of external update and retrieve
commands into conceptual and subsequently storage
operations, and
•
the storage structures to materialise the conceptual or
external level objects.
One goal of such research is to find a conceptual
schema, which facilitates the development of a general
solution for mappings between levels in data base architec
tures. One school of thought here is that a conceptual level
should be based on the most fundamental data construct,
namely, the binary relation; Senko’s DIAM model (Senko,
1978) is one illustration. An example of conversion
between binary relations and the relational model has been
described by Pelagatti (Pelagatti, etal, 1978).
DATA INDEPENDENCE THROUGH LOGICAL DESIGN
However, such technical systems are mostly in the
research stage and current users are restricted to the seman
tics of data models supported by contemporary data base
management systems. Designers must often resort to tech
niques other than technical to achieve some of the benefits
of data independence. This, it is claimed by some, can be
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done by developing a semantic model of the user problem
and using it to construct a schema. The idea behind this
approach is elaborated by Olle (Olle, 1978) and illustrated
in Figure 2. This figure shows the relationships between a
semantic model, the schema and the subschema during a
requirements change. Before the change the user semantic
model is SEMANTIC MODEL 1. This is converted to
schema S1 by a mapping EM. The schema S1 defines the
entire data base and S1 (t) are the contents of the data base
at time, t. The subschema v1 is derived from S1 by mapping
VM. The subschema contents seen by an application
program at time t are vl(t) and these are transformed to
vl(t') after execution of program P. Following the require
ments change a new semantic model, namely SEMANTIC
MODEL 2 is defined. This is converted to schema S2 by
EM. If program stability is to be achieved then the sub
schema of unaffected program P should remain the same as
should the contents seen by program P. The program
should also result in the same contents change as occurred
under S1. The semantic design method is premised on the
supposition that system stability is improved by:
•
using a semantic model based on well-defined con
cepts to model a user problem, and
•
providing a standard mapping, EM, between the sem
antic model concepts and a contemporary data
model.
The use of standard mappings in semantic design gives
designers the ability to control change. Well-defined con
cepts within the user enterprise are converted to standard
structures in the data base. Subsequent changes can then
also be expressed in terms of the semantic concepts and
can also be mapped directly to the schema by the standard
mapping. As discussed by Olle (Olle, 1978) the semantic
level need not be materialised but can simply be a docu
ment, which formally defines the user structure.
Program modules are chosen so that each module
refers to one concept and hence one well-defined part of
the data base. There is then a one-to-one correspondence
between each module and a semantic concept. Such change
can then be controlled as they impact only those program
modules, which refer to those concepts.
SEMANTIC DESIGN
The steps of semantic design and their analogy to
multi-level architectures are to:
•
identify semantic concepts, which are meaningful to
the user (analogous to an external data model).
•
define a mapping EM to the schema (analogous to
mappings between external and conceptual schema;
the conceptual schema in this case is the data model
supported by the DBM system).
•
define semantic operations meaningful to the user,
and implement them as programs (analogous to data
model operations). Each program module refers to
one concept. These programs must transform the data
base in a way which is:
(a)
semantically consistent with the user operation,
and
(b)
does not produce any side effects.
A mapping, EM, is used to convert semantic concepts
to data base schema. This mapping is not automated; on the
other hand it is used as a standard to convert each semantic
concept to a standard schema construct. What then is
achieved by semantic design. The answer is controlled
change. Control is achieved by defining change in terms of
The Australian Computer Journal, Voi. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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after applying

equal

vl(t)

change

change

before applying

change

schema change

change

semantic change

schema mapping

Figure 2. Schema and Subschema Levels

semantic concepts and then implementing such semantic
changes by standard schema changes. To do this the
mapping EM must be such that a feasible schema change is
possible for each semantic change. A feasible change is one
which satisfies two conditions, namely, that it:
—
is supported by the restructuring facilities of a DBM
system,
—
preserves existing semantic concepts under the map
ping EM.
If this can be done then weak logical data indepen
dence of unaffected programs is preserved. To see this con
sider a semantic change which effects concepts c(i),c(i+1),
. . . c(i+n); concepts c(1), . .. c(i—1), c(i+n+1),. .. c(k) on
the other hand are unaffected. Each concept c(i) through to
c(k) is represented by a standard schema construct. Con
dition 1 assures that the representation of the affected con
cepts can be realised by the DBM system restructuring
facilities. Condition 2 requires that such restructuring not
effect the structures that represent the unaffected concepts.
Unaffected programs refer to unaffected concepts. Hence if
the representation of the unaffected concepts is not
changed then the view of the unaffected programs remains
the same; hence weak logical data independence.
Semantic design requires users to express their prob
lem by a set of semantic concepts. The concepts must be
such that they:
•
are readily converted to a schema by a mapping EM,
•
can be used to model a wide range of problems,
•
allow a meaningful range of changes to be specified,
and
•
ensure that suchchanges can be implemented by the
restructuring facilities of the DBM system.

AN EXAMPLE
There have been a large number of concepts propo
sed for semantic models. The more significant of these are:
•
entities,
•
relationships,
•
types, roles andgenericobjects.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

Entities and relationships have been described by
earlier writers (Chen, 1976). Entities model well-defined
objects in the user enterprise whereas relationships model
interactions between the objects. Roles have been defined
by Bachman (Bachman, 1977) and together with types are
specialisations of generic objects as described by Smith and
Smith (Smith and Smith, 1977). Roles and types are similar
in structure as they describe specific attributes of entities;
they differ in that semantically roles are active by nature
whereas types are a more passive concept. Roles and types
cannot exist without a corresponding entity. Thus for
example, a semantic model can include any number of per
sons which become a PERSON entity set. Some subset of
these persons may be, say, MECHANICS. Hence MECH
ANICS become a set of roles taken by persons and this set
is a subset of the PERSON entity set. Attributes of
PERSON entities would be common to all persons whereas
attributes of MECHANIC roles only contain attributes rele
vant to mechanics. Similarly, a type set is a subset of an
entity set and contains entities of that type. Thus, for
example, there may be an entity set of VEHICLE-PARTS
which contains CAR and TRUCK parts. An entity set of
VEHICLE-PARTS would model all vehicle parts and attri
butes common to both CAR and TRUCK parts. A VEHI
CLE-PART of type CAR would also appear in a CAR type
set, which models attributes relevant to CAR parts only.
Similarly a TRUCK type set would contain all TRUCK parts.
A number of alternate standard mappings, EM, to
convert the semantic concepts to data base schema can be
proposed. One example of a mapping to a network data
model is given in Figure 3.
This figure shows both the semantic diagrammatic
representation of each concept as well as its network repre
sentation. Thus an entity set is represented by a rectangu
lar box in the semantic diagram and a network record type
in the network model. A relationship set is represented by
a diagonal box in the semantic diagram. Two options are
provided to represent a relationship by the network model.
If the relationship is 1:n, then it is represented by one set
type. If the relationship is n:m then it is represented by an
association record, which is owned by record types that
represent the entities in the relationship. Similar options are

representation

concept

network representation

I

ei

I

record type

relationship

ROLE1 |

relationship

j ROLE2 |

variable

Figure 3. Conversion of Semantic Concepts to the Network Model
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!
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i SET1

Make an existing record a
member of a new set type

Figure 4. Semantic Changes (shown by dotted lines)

made available to convert roles and types. Role sets and
type sets in this model are also represented by a rectangular
box. However, both role sets and type sets are subsets of
other sets. To represent this, there is a directed row from
entity sets to their role or type sets.
The standard conversion from role and type sets to
the network schema are shown in Figure 3. Roles and type
sets are represented by record types. These record types
appear as members of multi-member record sets. The sets
are owned by record types which represent the entities
taking the roles or types. The sets are multi-member type as
an entity can take more than one role or be of more than
one kind.
Similarly a set of standard semantic changes are pro
posed. These are illustrated in Figure 4 together with the
restructuring facilities to implement them. Thus, for
example, if a new entity set is added to the semantic model
then a new record type must be added to the schema. Some
of the other changes are more complex. For example, the
fourth kind of change adds a new entity set and makes an
existing entity set a role of the new entity set. Change 6 is
similar except that it concerns types rather than roles.
An example of the application of this method is given
in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 is a semantic model of a user
enterprise. It also includes circled extensions that are later
made to this enterprise. The enterprise at present consists
of tasks carried out within departments. The departments
and tasks are modelled as entities and a relationship,
ALLOC, models the allocation of tasks to departments.
Each task may be a MINOR or a MAJOR task type. These
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types are modelled by the MAJOR and MINOR type sets.
A MINOR task would appear in both the TASKS set and
the MINOR set whereas a MAJOR task would appear in
both the TASKS set and the MAJOR set. A MAJOR task
is made up of other MAJOR or MINOR tasks. A task,
which is contained in another task is modelled by the role
set, SUB-TASK. It would appear in both the TASKS and
SUB-TASK sets. The inclusion of subtasks within MAJOR
tasks is modelled by the relationship, CONTAINS. Thus if
‘TASK1 ’ contains ‘TASK2’ then:
•
‘TASK2’ would appear in both TASKS and SUB
TASK,
•
‘TASKV would appear in both TASKS and MAJOR,
•
there would be relationship between ‘TASK!’ and
‘TASK2’in CONTAINS.
A MINOR task on the other hand cannot be made
up of other tasks but it must be further classified into
LABOR and MATERIAL types. These types are modelled
by the type sets MATERIAL and LABOR.
Each material task concerns the purchase of parts; the
number and cost of each kind of part purchased is modelled
by relationship USE. Each labor task records the time spent
by each person in accomplishing the task; the rate charged
to each such person is modelled by relationship WORK.
The parts and persons in the enterprise are represented by
the entity sets PART and PERSON.
Figure 6 illustrates the network schema, which is ob
tained by applying the standard mappings in Figure 3 to the
model in Figure 5. Here all entity sets are represented by
record types. The classification of TASKS into MAJOR and
MINOR tasks are represented by multi-member set LEVEL1 and the classification of MINOR tasks into MATERIAL
and LABOR types by multi-member set type LEVEL-2.
The subtask role is modelled by record type SUB-TASK
and set type ROLE. Relationships are modelled by the stan
dard relationship mappings in Table 3.
PROGRAM STRUCTURES
Programs are structured so that each module refers to
one concept. Figure 7 illustrates program structure charts
to satisfy the two access requirements:
Access A — list time spent by each person in various
DEPTs, and
Access B— list the parts used in the department.

|

depT

PROJECTl
E - entity
R - relationship
T - type

change 1

[SUB-TASK]

| MAJOR |

change 2

[ MINOR~

I material]

[

|

person'

change 3

Figure 5. E-R Diagram.
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These changes do not affect the program in Figure
7b as the program modules refer to unaffected concepts.
The change in Figure 7a is confined only to that set of
modules which refer to the affected concepts, namely, that
persons are now assigned to SUB-JOBS rather than LABOR
tasks.

'*'\add

change 1

| PARTS [ [MATERIALS]

I PERSONS1
| WORK 1
change 2

delete 1

WORK

change 3

I

Figure 6. Standard Conversion to Network

Readers may note that the programs are structured so
that each module accesses a data structure, which corres
ponds to one well-defined concept. Thus module GET
PERSON accesses a PERSON record, which corresponds to
a person entity. Module GET-LABOR-FOR-PERSON acces
ses LABOR records related to a person record, and so on.
Figure 5 also illustrates some changes to the data
base. The changes are that:
•
tasks are allocated to projects as well as departments
(corresponds to change type 1 and 2 in Figure 4),
•
a new class, MISCELLANEOUS, of MINOR task is
added (corresponds to change type 5 in Figure 4),
•
each LABOR task is divided into SUB-JOBS and
persons are now allocated to SUB-JOBS rather than
LABOR tasks (corresponds to change type 1 and 2 in
Figure 4).

SOME GENERALITIES
The conditions for weak logical independence cannot
be maintained for all changes in Figure 4. In general, the
conditions hold where new entities and relationships are
added. Flowever, with some of the other changes, logical
data independence cannot be maintained as the changes
often result in:
•
a change of identifiers of entities,
•
a relationship changes from an existing entity to a
component entity, which is related to the existing
entity, or
•
a relationship changes from one entity to a newly
added role or type of that entity.
The latter two are illustrated in Figures 8, 9 and 10.
In Figure 8a subparts now become a component of parts.
In the semantic model a new SUBPART is added. The con
tainment of a SUBPART in a PART is modelled by the
relationship CONTAINS. The corresponding network
change is also shown. This change should not affect those
programs that referred to the PART entity as this still
remains unchanged. However, inclusion of a SUBPART can
cause changes to the relationships in which PART partici
pates. Suppose now, as shown in Figure 8b, and as a result
of introducing the lower level component, a relationship
changes from one between E1 and PART to one between
E1 and SUBPART. In the schema the association record R1
is deleted and a new association record R2 is created. This

MAIN

MAIN

PARO

PARO
change to
program
GET
PERSON

PARI

GET LABOR
FROM PERSON

PARI

GET SUB-JOB
FOR PERSON

PAR2

GET MINOR
FROM LABOR

GET LABOR
FOR SUB-JOB

PAR3

GET TASK
FROM MINOR

PAR11

GET
DEPT

PARI

GET TASK
IN DEPT

PAR2

GET MINOR
TASK DETAILS

PAR3

PAR2
GET MATERIAL
TASK MATERIALS

PAR4

GET PARTS IN
MATERIAL TASK

OUTPUT

PAR4

GET DEPT
FROM TASK

OUTPUT

Figure 7a. Access A. Time spent by persons
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Figure 7b. Access B. Parts used in department.
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Enterprise Change

PART

Enterprise Change

PART

PART

PART

[CONTAINS.
PROPR

SUBPART

SUBPART

Add new entity and
relationship
PROPR2

Network Change

PART

PART
Network Change
SET1
PART

PART

i,

SUBPART j
SUBPART
Add new record type and
set type
Figure 8a. Parts broken up into subparts

is an information gaining change to the relationship as any
attributes, such as PROPR of the relationship can be
derived from PROPR2 in the E1-SUBPART relationship.
However, given the corresponding change in the network
structure, weak logical data independence no longer holds
as R1 cannot be derived from R2 using conventional
schema to subschema mappings. The only way that the old
subschema could be provided from the new schema is by
keeping redundant data in the schema. To do this, an R1
record type and corresponding sets would be retained in
the new schema. This would duplicate the information
stored in R2 and hence would need to be updated every
time R2 is updated to maintain data base consistency.
Readers may note that as a result of the changes in
Figure 8b the necessary relational condition for strong
data independence no longer holds. The data in the pro
jection R(PART-ID, E1-ID,PROPR) before the change
can no longer be reproduced. The functional dependency
(PART-ID, E1-TD) ■> PROPR before the change now be
comes the two functional dependencies SUBPART-ID »
PART-ID and (SUBPART-ID, El-ID) * PROPR2. The pro
jection R1 (PART-ID, E1-ID,PROP2) of the corresponding
relations now contains ntuples additional to those in R.
The introduction of higher level components can also
720

PROPR

PR0PR2
Figure 8b. Relationship between PART and El replaced by
relationship between El and SUBPART

introduce problems, especially if composite identifiers are
introduced. For example, consider Figure 9. Here originally
PART refers only to CAR parts and there is one PART
whose identifier is ‘ENGINE’. Now a higher level compon
ent, SUPERPART is introduced and includes both a ‘CAR’
and a ‘TRUCK’. As a result there may be a PART
‘ENGINE’ in SUPERPART ‘CAR’ as well as a PART
‘ENGINE’ in SUPERPART ‘TRUCK’. A previous program
that used the key ‘ENGINE’ to access a unique PART
record for CARs must now be changed to access this record
though the SUPERPART ‘CAR’.
Problems can also arise with the introduction of new
roles or types. Relationships between entities can then be
replaced by relationships between the new entity roles or
between new entity types; this in turn can cause loss of
weak logical data independence. Now as shown in Figure 10
what was previously an entity now becomes one of a num
ber of roles of a new entity. In Figure 10:
—
initially an entity EA exists in the data base; it
includes attributes PROP1 and PROP2 and an iden
tifier EA-ID.
—
E A now becomes one of two roles taken by a new enThe Australian Computer Journal, Voi. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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Figure 9. Adding a higher level component

PROP1

PROPl

PROP 2
tity E. Another role EB is also added. The new entity
E has an identifier E-ID, PROP1 now becomes a prop
erty of E whereas PROP2 remains the property of
role EA. A new attribute PROP3 specific to the new
role EB is also created.
A specific example may be one where initially the
data base only contained information on MECHANICS (EA
Entity set). Then a change is made to also include informa
tion of ELECTRICIANS (EB role set) and keep informa
tion common to both MECHANICS and ELECTRICIANS
(which now become role sets) in PERSONS (E entity set).
For example, DATE OF BIRTH (PROP1) may now be
moved from the MECHANIC (EA role set) to PERSONS
(E entity set). Programs which referred to an entity by its
identifier EA-ID (MECHANIC identifier) must now be
changed to use identifier E-ID (PERSON identifier).
Furthermore, following this change any program that re
ferred to EA may still wish to refer to PROP1 (DATE-OFBIRTH) as an item in the EA record. It is then desirable
that subschema of those programs contain PROP! within
record EA. The DBTG implementation of the network
model allows this to be done through the use of virtual
items; here PROP1 in E would become the source of virtual
item PROP1 of the EA in the subschema. Thus weak logical
data independence is preserved. However, strong logical
data independence does not hold. The programs would no
longer be able to change the value of PROP1 as this is a vir
tual item in the program subschema.
CONCLUSION
The paper discussed data independence and methods
to improve it. These included improved data base manage
ment system architectures and improved design methods. A
semantic design method was then outlined and standards
developed to improve program stability. The conditions
under which program stability can be maintained given
semantic design were then discussed.
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PROP 2
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Figure 10. Entity becomes a role
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A Comparison of Network and
Relational Data Base Architectures in
a Commercial Environment
C.C. Simsion** and J.A. Symington*
A number of DBMSs provide both Network and Indexing facilities. By using the Indexing
facilities alone, a pseudo-Relational Data Base can be produced. Such a data base has advantages in
terms of simplicity, flexibility, and data independence over Network implementations, but is likely to
be unacceptably inefficient. Experience has shown that a satisfactory compromise can be achieved by
combining structures from the two models. The data base is designed first using only Indexed access,
then enhanced by the addition of Network constructs in areas of potential inefficiency.
Keywords and Phrases: data base, data base management systems, relational data model, net
work data model, CODASYL, data base architecture.
CR Categories: 4.33,4.34,4.6.

BACKGROUND
The Colonial Mutual, one of Australia’s largest life
insurance societies, recently embarked on a major project

aimed at consolidating all of its existing life insurance
computer systems. Central to this project was the con
cept of an integrated data base, which would contain
all the Society’s life insurance data. It was estimated that
the data base would support approximately 100 differ
ent record types and a transaction load in excess of 50,000
per day. An initial size of 3,000 MBytes was predicted. As
with many commercial data base users, the Colonial
Mutual’s data access needs are relatively stable on a day-today basis, but can be expected to undergo changes in the
longer term in line with business requirements. The data
base, being a long term investment, was expected to be
amenable to such changes.
Following extensive data and transaction analysis, an
initial data base design was produced, based on the Bur
roughs Large System DMSII DBMS. Whilst DMSII does not
restrict the data base designer to any particular architecture,
experience has suggested that a design based on the use of
disjoint files and multiple indexes is likely to be the most
successful. This approach was therefore adopted, resulting
in a design which had much in common with that of a
relational data base.
Shortly after completion of the design the Colonial
Mutual decided to re-equip with ICL hardware. As a result,
it was necessary to redesign the data base to suit the ICL
DBMS, IDMS/X. IDMS/X is based on the CODASYL
recommendations, and supports an enhanced version of the
Network model.
The authors have thus been able to compare the rela
tive abilities of the relational and network approaches to
achieve the same set of objectives from similar sets of input
data.
This paper describes briefly the major features of the
network and relational philosophies, then draws upon the
experience gained using both approaches to compare their
suitability for achieving the objectives of large commercial
data base systems.

“Copyright © 1981, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

3. THE RELATIONAL APPROACH
The fundamental concept of the relational approach
to data base design is that of a relation, or table. Follow
ing the normalisation rules described by Codd (1970), it is
possible to represent any set of data in tabular form, with

1.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, discussion of data base design tech
niques and architectures has focussed upon the relative
merits of the Network and Relational models, specifically
those proposed by CODASYL (1971, 1973, 1978) and
Codd (1970) respectively.
The impact of this debate on the practitioner, looking
to implement an integrated data base in a commercial en
vironment has been relatively small; truly Relational Data
Base Management Systems (DBMSs) are not yet generally
available, and the choice of DBMS has more often been dic
tated by considerations of hardware compatibility, recovery
capabilities and data independence than by the range of
structures supported (Wiorkowski and Wiorkowski, 1978;
Smyth, 1979). Marketers of DBMSs have tended to con
centrate on supporting a relatively small range of structures,
usually those of the Network model, and accordingly data
base designers have found themselves working within the
confines of a single model.
More recently, however, there have been moves to
enhance a number of Network-style DBMSs by the addit
ion of indexing facilities. Judicious use of these facilities
can provide, in an environment where data access paths are
relatively stable and predictable, many of the advantages of
a relational data base. The prospective data base designer
using such a DBMS is thus faced not only with a choice of
Network or pseudo-Relational implementations, but also
with the possibility of combining structures from each of
the models. Industry experience in this area is still very
limited, and considerable difficulty is therefore likely to be
experienced in giving appropriate weightings to the
supposed advantages of the two models in the construction
of an integrated data base.
2.

*The authors are with the Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society, 330 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000. Manuscript received 8
October 1981.
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each row of a given table having a fixed format.
For example, information about STUDENTS, SUB
JECTS and ENROLMENTS could be represented as per
Figure 1. Note that each row of a table can be uniquely
identified by the value(s) of its primary key item(s)
(marked with *). This style of data representation lends
itself to implementation as fixed format files.
In a true relational data base, it would be possible to
access records in each relation using the value(s) of any
data element or combination of data elements in that rela
tion. In Figure 1, for example, “STUDENT” records could
be retrieved by nominating a “Student Number”, a “Name”
and “Address”, a “Year of Enrolment” or any combination
of these. The difficulty and inefficiency inherent in provid-

Student
Student Name
No.*

12345
60751
44739

Address

Year of
First
Enrolment

Smith, J.A. 32 Hall St, Mount King, Vic
Fraser, J.M. The Lodge, Canberra, ACT
Moore, P.
15 Smith St, Carlton, Vic.

1979
1975
1980

Subject
Subject Subject-Name
No.*
1012
1596

zoology
income distribution

Value
25
15

Subject-Coordinator
Prof. B. Keeper
K. Marx

Enrolment
Subject No.*

Student No.*

Year taken

Result (%)

1596
2061
3426
1596

60751
34612
12345
12345

1981
1980
1981
1980

43
67
59
68

Student Comment
Student
No.*

Comment
No.*

Comment

76342
12761

27
7

Deferred for health reasons
Blind student

ing multiple key access of this kind has been the main
stumbling block for proponents of the relational model.
However, in many commercial environments such
accessing flexibility, whilst desirable, is seldom necessary.
In our “Student, Subject, Enrolment” example we might
well be satisfied with the ability to access “STUDENT”
on the keys of “Student Number” and “Name”, omitting
the access paths via “Address” and “Year of Enrolment”.
This facility could be provided by locating records accor
ding to “Student Number” (using a hashing algorithm),
and supplying an index on the key of “Student Name”.
The essence, then, of using the relational approach
in a commercial environment, is implementing relations as
‘flat files’, and providing indexing to those files on only
those keys or key combinations for which an established
need exists. It is stressed that the result of such an approach
is not a true relational data base; however the advantages
obtained are a subset of those claimed for relational data
bases.

4.

THE NETWORK APPROACH

The network approach to data base design differs
from the relational mainly in its use of pointers, i.e. direct
addressing from one record to another, including address
ing between records in different relations. Network data
base designs can be represented as record type occurrences
(corresponding to table rows) linked by pointers. A collec
tion of pointers linking records in a common relationship is
referred to as a set. Each set is a physical implementation
of a one-to-many (owner-member) relationship. For exam
ple, the STUDENT, SUBJECT and ENROLMENT tables in
Figure 1 might be represented, in a network data base, as
per Figure 2.
The rationale for this structure is that:
(a)
navigation through the data base can be made very
efficient, as the chains of pointers lead programs
directly from one related record to another; and
(b)
data redundancy can be virtually eliminated. For
example, each “Student Number” which appears
several times in Figure 1 (and possibly again in
indexes) would occur only once in Figure 2.

5.

DATA BASE DESIGN INPUTS

The major inputs to any commercial data base
design are:
(a) specification of all data to be held. Regardless of
physical implementation, initial representation of at
least a large part of the data in 3rd normal form
(Codd, 1970) appears to offer the greatest flexibility.
Security and audit specifications for the data may be
included in this input.
T.M.Fraser

P. Moore

Previous Qualification
Student No.* Qualification*
(Abbr.)
70715
70634

B.Sc.
M.Ed.

Institution
(Abbr.)

Year
obtained

Cantab.
Mon.

1968
1975

Figure 1. Relation Table — Student Subject Example
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

Figure 2. Occurrence Diagram — Illustration of use of Pointers in
Network Representation of Student Subject Example.
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(b)

(c)

documentation of all predicted transactions to be
performed against the data base, identifying all rela
tions accessed by each transaction.
If a relational approach is to be taken, it is sufficient
to identify the keys used by each transaction for
entity access; a network approach requires that the
paths between entities be mapped. In either case, a
division of transactions at least into “real time”,
“frequent batch” and “less frequent batch”, along
with estimated transaction volumes is essential for
optimising the physical design.
a set of performance criteria and constraints. These
may set out maximum response times for specific
transactions, overall transaction load, and the maxi
mum secondary storage space to be occupied by the
data base.

6.

THE DESIGN PROCESS
The task of the data base designer is to convert the
set of relations which form the conceptual data model to a
physical format supportable by a given DBMS and capable
of supporting the expected transaction load within the
desired performance, audit, and security constraints.
The process can be divided, at least conceptually, into
three stages, each of which further refines the design. The
stages correspond to the three primary inputs described in
the previous section.
(a)
The first pass design is based primarily on the con
ceptual data model.
If a relational approach is taken, this stage involves
setting up a ‘record type’ or file corresponding to
each relation. Data elements within a relation become
data items within the file. The designer may choose
to make decisions regarding the physical format of
stored data (e.g. deletion of trailing spaces, binary or
packed decimal representation) at this point; alter
natively such decisions may be deferred and reviewed
in the light of transaction loads and performance
criteria.
If a network representation is to be used, the proced
ure is basically the same; however at this stage all
mandatory relationship between relations can be
examined with a view to implementing them as sets
for data integrity purposes as described in section 9.
(b) The second pass design incorporates the physical
access paths to be supported within the data base.
The need for such paths is determined by the trans
action path and transaction load information.
In the relational approach, access is by key to in
dividual files; hence access path design involves imple
menting those keys identified by the transaction
analysis process, using accessing facilities supported
by the DBMS.
In practice, many relations will be accessed only on
their primary keys. Multiple keys may be required at
entry points to the data base (the first data base
access for a transaction) and for relations which rep
resent relationships, but experience to date suggests
that it is unusual for more than two access keys to be
required on a regular basis. It is this that allows the
relational approach to be used with current DBMS
technology, by restricting the number of access keys
implemented to those for which a need has been
determined.
If some keys are used only for batch access, it may be
124

(c)

advantageous to eliminate them and resort to external
sorting of the files. Such decisions must be based on
the frequency with which the access paths are used
and the overheads involved in maintaining them.
Physical implementation of access paths will be
dependent upon the methods of keyed access sup
ported by the DBMS. Virtually all DBMSs supply
some form of random access, using a hashing algor
ithm to derive physical addresses from key values.
Those which support the relational approach also
supply some form of indexing as a secondary access
method, usually with the index being organised in
sequential order of key values.
In general, the most frequently used access paths, or
those for which the highest performance is required,
will be implemented using a random access method,
since, ignoring overflows, only one disk access per
retrieval is required. Other access paths can be sup
ported by a less efficient secondary indexing facility
which may require up to 3 disk accesses per record
retrieval when files of the order of 1,000,000 records
are being accessed. If the indexes have the advantage
of supporting sequential access, they may well be
preferred as the primary access facility in areas for
which direct access performance is not critical.
If the network approach is taken, each path between
relations (as identified by transaction analysis) is re
placed by a set relationship.
Random access or access via an index is strictly need
ed only at data base entry points; all navigation
within the data base can be supported by sets.
Most network DBMSs provide a wide range of facili
ties for optimising access speed by means of efficient
record placement and flexible pointer allocation. For
example, it is usually possible to store the “member”
records belonging to a given occurrence of a set rela
tionship in the same physical block, and to allocate
pointers to allow sets to be traversed in either direc
tion. It is the job of the data base designer to employ
these facilities to obtain maximum efficiency for high
volume transactions, and those for which response
times have been determined to be critical.
The final stage of design entails verifying that the per
formance criteria established prior to design are likely
to be met. The critical factor in performance is likely
to be access to storage devices — rough evaluation
therefore involves counting disk accesses for each
transaction.
The design produced by Stage 2 should have been op
timised as far as is possible without diverging from
the conceptual data model; further optimisation will
usually involve altering the data distribution of the
conceptual model by consolidating records or reloca
ting data items.
For example, a transaction might be required to ob
tain details of a STUDENT including his PREVIOUS
QUALIFICATION(s). A normalised conceptual data
model would have placed STUDENT and PREVIOUS
QUALIFICATION details in separate relations as a
result of the one-to-many relationship. Optimisation
could involve relocating PREVIOUS QUALIFICA
TION details on the STUDENT record, allowing
space for a fixed maximum number of PREVIOUS
QUALIFICATIONS per STUDENT. Such a compro
mise in flexibility could well be justified by the sav-
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ing of an extra disk access in the case of a high vol
ume transaction.
it can be expected that the need for this sort of com
promise will be greater in the relational implemen
tation, firstly because of the better basic perfor
mance of the network implementation (this is discus
sed in the following section) and secondly because a
greater number of performance-optimising options
are available in the Network model at the second
stage of design.

7.

PERFORMANCE

Proponents of the network model cite performance,
in terms of achievable throughput, as one of its major
advantages over relational and pseudo-relational implemen
tations.
This is so because navigation through a network data
base is via ‘hard’ addresses; in the relational model access
between relations depends upon obtaining a ‘key’ from one
relation and using it to access another. In addition, the
ability to place records of different types which are related
via a set within a single 1-0 unit (page/block) is a feature of
many network DBMSs. Thus, retrieval of an owner and (say
3) members requiring a single physical access in a network
system could require four physical accesses in a relational
system (more if an indexing facility was involved).
In addition, a set relationship which contains no
members (e.g. in Figure 1, a STUDENT without any COM
MENTS) is easily detected without further disk access in a
network data base; the relational implementation requires
an access (albeit unsuccessful) to the COMMENT relation.
This situation can be a major problem when normalisa
tion has produced a primary relation (e.g. INSURANCEPOLICY) with a number of optional and relatively low
volume secondary relations (e.g. Special Comments, Extra
Conditions). A simple enquiry “Display all Policy Details”
could involve the program in a search of all secondary
relations, each costing at least one disk access, with a low
retrieval rate. A solution is to add “present/absent” indi
cators to the primary relation, eliminating the problem at
the cost of some data redundancy and hence additional
update complexity.
Insertion and deletion of records may also be a source
of inefficiency if the relational approach is taken, as each
such operation requires a search and update of any indexes
to the inserted or deleted records. Multiple indexes to rela
tions with high update frequencies are therefore potential
performance bottlenecks. The problem is reduced signifi
cantly if the DBMS provides “owner pointers” from the
data record directly to the corresponding index records,
obviating the need to perform conventional index searches.
A less important aspect of performance is the file
space required for the data base. Since the data redundancy
which occurs in the keys of relations is eliminated in the
network model, a corresponding reduction in data base size
could be expected. In practice, the space required for links
between records (addresses) counteracts this to some extent
and total storage requirements are unlikely to differ greatly.

8.

FLEXIBILITY

A much-quoted advantage of data base systems over
those based on conventional files is data independence. This
involves both the ability to change the physical structure of
the data base in a manner transparent to the applications
programmer, and to add or delete data types without affec
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

ting programs not requiring them. As yet few, if any,
DBMSs in commercial use provide the facilities required to
fully achieve these objectives.
Two difficulties arise with network systems.
Firstly, it can be difficult, if not impossible, to res
trict' the applications programmer’s view of the data base
to that part which he wishes to access.
For example, the insertion of a new record occur
rence on the data base requires that it be connected to any
records with which it participates in a set relationship as a
member. These owner records may well have no other rele
vance to the program which performs the insertion; never
theless they will be visible to it, and the program will
require (at least) recompilation should their format be
altered.
Secondly, the applications programmer must be
aware of the physical structure of the data base in order to
access it in an efficient and syntactically correct manner.
For example, a set relationship can be traversed in reverse
order only if the data base designer has included “prior"
pointers in that set. The code written by the programmer
will therefore depend upon his knowledge of this level of
the data base design. Similarly, in storing an owner and
member which participate in a mandatory relationship, the
owner record must, logically, be stored first, since storing
the member first would temporarily establish an untenable
situation in which a member record existed without an
owner.
The relational approach avoids most of these prob
lems by not physically linking relations, and presenting the
applications programmer with a consistent view of data
very close to that of the normalised conceptual model. In
fact, familiarity with the physical design (other than the
keys which may be used for accessing purposes) may be vir
tually unnecessary, depending upon the compromises made
for performance purposes. This advantage is particularly
useful to the naive user accessing the data base via an
enquiry package.
Since the accessing options of the programmer are
reduced, the data base administrator is better able to deter
mine the effects of change; knowing which programs access
which relations is generally sufficient information for
impact analysis. Such relationships are easily supported by
an automated or manual data dictionary system.
In general one can expect better results in terms of
data independence from the relational approach, simply be
cause the physical representation of data is so closely allied
to the conceptual model.

9.

INTEGRITY

The advent of integrated data bases and the resulting
sharing of data by otherwise unrelated users has emphasised
the need for close monitoring of data integrity. Real time
systems also have compounded the possible impact of un
detected data corruption.
At the data base level, two things can be done to
assist in maintaining integrity:
Firstly, some DBMSs provide a facility for checking
the values or value ranges of data elements. This facility and
its use are equally applicable to network and relational sys
tems.
Secondly, a network data base may record mandatory
relationships between record types, e.g. details of a
STUDENT’S ENROLMENTS must be owned by a corres
ponding SUBJECT record. Similar relationships, represen
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ting business rules, can be enforced by the DBMS; thus po
tential corruption of the data base caused by a program
attempting to store an ENROLMENT record for which
there is no corresponding SUBJECT, will be prevented.
Facilities of this kind are not provided in the relational
approach which would allow an ENROLMENT record to be
set up independent of a corresponding SUBJECT. It would
be possible to write a batch integrity checking program to
match SUBJECTS and ENROLMENTS, but the advantages
of real-time checking are significant. The alternative of en
hancing update programs to check relationships increases
the complexity of programs, and may in some cases be im
practical for efficiency reasons.
In the event of data base corruption actually occur
ring, experience suggests that isolation and recovery are
simpler for pseudo-relational data bases. The disjoint nature
of the relations enables those corrupted to be suspended
from service without affecting access to other relations, and
the representation of all information by user-meaningful data
(rather than a combination of data and pointers) assists in
location and correction of the corruption. Restoration of a
network data base with corrupt pointers is potentially a
formidable task; many manufacturers have realised this and
supply integrity-checking packages to facilitate the early
detection of such situations.
10.

A POSSIBLE APPROACH
The foregoing has identified the major advantages of
the relational approach in a commercial environment as:
(a)
increased design simplicity;
(b)
improved data independence and flexibility; and
(c)
simpler programmer and user interface to the data
base.
The corresponding advantages of the network
approach are:
(a)
potentially better performance; and
(b)
better support of mandatory relationships.
The authors’ experience with the two approaches has
suggested that a satisfactory combination of their advan
tages can be achieved using a network style DBMS with
indexing facilities as follows:
(a)
Produce a first-pass design using only disjoint record
types and indexes, as for the relational approach, as
outlined in Section 3.
(b)
Identify any stable mandatory relationships which are
to be verified by the data base software. (Access mod
ules or other standards may already provide sufficient
checking in some instances.) Implement these as set
relationships.
(c)
Examine accessing requirements and optimise the sets
created in (b) for best performance.
(d) Check the performance of high volume and critical
transactions. Where this is unsatisfactory, relocate or
duplicate data, or implement set relationships.
The above approach is likely, in the typical commer
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cial situation where most access is to a limited number of
record types, to produce a pseudo-relational design with a
few ‘hard-links’. The data base user thus receives most of
the advantages of relational data bases without the unaccep
table performance overheads of a true relational or indexedfile implementation.
11. CONCLUSION
Provided that the DBMS used to support an integra
ted data base offers network and indexing constructs, it is
possible to employ a combination of the two to largely
achieve the advantages of both relational and network
architectures. This is particularly true in a commercial en
vironment where the majority of accesses are likely to be to
a relatively small subset of the data base; this subset can be
optimised for efficiency using the network constraints,
leaving the bulk of the data structures in the more flexible
pseudo-relational form.
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Procedure Formation — Derivation
of Procedures for Users by Users
Clive Finkelstein*
Procedure formation allows user management to examine their objectives in the light of data
resources, and to derive what an organisation’s procedures “should be”.
The method formally identifies procedural opportunities and provides feedback of new proced
ures and of application boundaries.
Keywords and Phrases: data partitioning, event breakout, impact test
CR Categories: 1.0, 3.1,4.4.

THE INFORMATION ENGINEERING PHILOSOPHY

HISTORICAL VIEW OF PROCEDURES

If effective Management Information Systems are to
be consistently realised, computer users and EDP staff must
communicate meaningfully in analysing and designing such
systems. Government and business people must be given a
means of analysing their requirements for information;
systems specialists must design the most effective systems
to meet these requirements.
All management works in an environment of contin
ual change, and must be assisted to express their require
ments logically, regardless of historical structures and
methods. If given an appropriate means, managers can
express unique knowledge of their overall objectives and
operational requirements in a logical model of the enter
prise. It is then the responsibility of systems specialists to
physically implement this logical model — typically on
computers. They also must be given a means of applying
their expertise in the most efficient manner.
INFORMATION ANALYSIS is the means whereby
management can express its requirements as a logical data
model of the enterprise. Behavioural and management
sciences have been harnessed into a formal series of steps.
Corporate management commences by developing “func
tional strategic statements”, and their sub-managers then
actually model their own areas to produce a logical data
model.
DATA ANALYSIS may be used by EDP staff to
analyse existing systems, and to ensure that proposed sys
tems comply with basic business rules. The methodology is
particularly effective in system conversions, or where the
user commitment of INFORMATION ANALYSIS is not
available. Again, the objective is the development of a
logical model of the essential data.
PROCEDURE FORMATION allows management to
examine the data model, and derive procedures which sup
port their detailed objectives.
All these techniques are logical exercises — they allow
business people to define the way things should be. They
do not mirror the past, as would be expressed in analysis of
current procedures. They represent an opportunity both to
define the information requirements of management, and
to examine the impact of potential change on the enter
prise.

In most organisations, administrative procedures were
established based on some particular responsibilities and
objectives of specific functional areas. Each functional area
then worked with that subset of data relevant to its particu
lar functional responsibility.
Administration in many organisations has evolved
over time. However, optimum procedures can be
“designed” by examining that subset of data relevant to the
functional area, in conjunction with a knowledge of its res
ponsibilities and objectives. This design of procedures is
called procedure formation, in information engineering
techniques.
As organisations evolve, each functional area is alloca
ted a specific purpose and certain responsibilities to fulfill.
Objectives are set and re-set to indicate how people are to
carry out their particular responsibilities; those objectives
should be measurable.
In identifying responsibilities and objectives, that
subset of data relevant to the functional area is also
defined. The data subset generally relates directly to the
particular purpose of the function.
For example, the orders department has responsibil
ity for acceptance of orders from customers. Subsequent
order fulfilment is based upon inventory stocked in the
warehouse. Eventual preparation of invoices to be paid by
the customer is the responsibility of the invoicing depart
ment.
The various steps carried out by each functional area
— that is the procedure (or process) — can be optimally
derived by examining that subset of data relevant to the
area. These derived procedures support data creation and
maintenance requirements. They may also address enquiry
and validation needs.
Procedure Formation comprises two phases: proced
ure discovery and procedure consolidation. These contain
a number of stages, which are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
They are listed below and described briefly in the follow
ing paragraphs.
Procedure Discovery
Stage 1: Data Model Partitioning
Stage 2: Event Break-Out
Stage 3: Condition Identification
Stage 4: Procedure Derivation
Stage 5: Procedure Expression
Procedure Consolidation
Stage 6: Objectives Impact Test
Stage 7: Partitioned Procedure Integration
Stage 8: Boundary Optimisation
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DATA MODEL
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IDENTIFICATION

PROCEDURE
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PROCEDURE
EXPRESSION

Procedure
Consolidation Phase
Figure 1. The Procedure Discovery Stages of Procedure Formation

•
•
•
•

Stage 9: Model Quality Test
Procedure Formation provides the following:
Optimised data creation and maintenance procedures
which directly support corporate and unit objectives.
Procedural alternatives for review against organisa
tional structure, direction and objectives.
A quality test of the ability of a logical data model to
support the derived procedures.
Appreciation of the impact across functional areas of
data and procedural physical implementation alterna
tives.

Procedure Discovery
Stage 1: Data Model Partitioning
This initial stage uses as input a data model developed
using information analysis or data analysis, and documen
ted in a data dictionary. It partitions the data model into
logical sections to enable subsequent stages to proceed in
parallel. The whole process is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Stage 2: Event Break-Out
This partitioned data model and data dictionary de
fined in Stage 1 is examined by user department and man
agement personnel (with assistance by analysts). Events are
identified which add, delete or modify the relevant data
model entities. This results in the development of an event
list and a data access table.
Stage 3: Condition Identification
Conditions which must be satisfied before, or after,
execution of events are identified and documented, to
gether with conditions which result in repetitive execution
of events. These are subsequently used to formally derive
the sequence of event execution in procedures. A condit
ions table is developed.
Stage 4: Procedure Derivation
Procedures are progressively evolved based on identi
fied events and conditions (from Stages 2 and 3). A graphi
cal technique is used to build up complete procedures from
these events. This technique produces “logical procedures”,
documented in procedure maps. (The procedures are logical
as no decision has been made yet regarding their physical
implementation.)
Stage 5: Procedure Expression
The procedures derived graphically in Stage 4 (as pro
cedure maps) are documented in a form acceptable to the
organisation, to highlight the new procedural perspectives
developed.
This documentation may take the form of “loose”
(user oriented) structured English, or formal structured
English for analysts. Alternatively the procedure maps may
be expressed in narrative form, Nassi-Shneiderman charts,
Warnier-Orr diagrams, structured analysis Data Flow
Diagrams or Jackson program structures. The result is
appropriate procedure documentation for the organisation.
Procedure Consolidation
Stage 6: Objectives impact Test
The derived procedures (procedure maps and appro
priate documentation) are then compared against the
approved unit objectives. This permits an evaluation of
those objectives and their achievement based on the new
procedures. New objectives and/or business opportunities
may be suggested by the new procedures. Decision support
procedures (for decision support systems based on the cor
porate data model from Information Analysis) become
apparent. The output from this stage is verified objectives,
and a decision support procedure list. This stage is a major
review point, and may force various levels of iteration
through previous stages. The whole process is illustrated in
Figure 2.
Stage 7: Partitioned Procedure Integration
The derived procedures to this point are called
“partitioned procedures”, as they were developed from par
titioned data models defined in Stage 1. These procedures
are now combined, to optimise and consolidate them into
procedures to support the corporate data model.
Stage 8: Boundary Optimisation
Integrated procedures from Stage 7 are examined in
terms of the organisation and its corporate objectives now,
and projected into the future. They suggest potential new
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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TABLE 1. BENEFITS OF PROCEDURE FORMATION

Procedure

•
•

Discovery Phase
•

©

OBJECTIVES
IMPACT TEST

•
•
•

©

©

PARTITIONED
PROCEDURE
INTEGRATION

•

•

BOUNDARY
OPTIMIZATION
MODEL
QUALITY
TEST

Figure 2. The Procedure Consolidation Stages of Procedure Forma
tion

organisational boundaries and restructuring opportunities.
They enable the organisation to define an optimum organi
sation structure for achievement of the corporate objec
tives, based on the availability of a derived decision support
system.
This stage also maps the optimised procedures back
to the data model (in a data usage map), to identify those
entities accessed by each procedure. This reviews Stage 1
data model partitioning. It provides input for the process
verification stages of Data Analysis. It also leads to subse
quent evaluation of organisation impact.
Stage 9: Model Quality Test
The integrated procedures are finally cross-checked
against the corporate data model. This ensures that the data
model will support the derived decision support system
when it is physically implemented (using data base, or
conventional files). It enables review of the data necessary
for automation of part, or all, of the derived procedures.
Table 1 lists some of the benefits of procedure for
mation. We now proceed to more detailed discussions.
Stage 1: Data Model Partitioning
The data model documents that data relevant to the
part of the organisation examined. It may have been devel
oped using information analysis, or instead data analysis.
The Australian Computer Journal, Voi. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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New procedures can be derived directly from a data model.
Derived procedures may cross functional or departmental
boundaries — or may be confined to existing organisational
boundaries.
Procedures, which are allowed to cross organisational boun
daries, may suggest reorganisation opportunities. Such re
organisation may be essential, for the organisation to make
effective use of a consolidated, corporate data model. The
new procedures are derived from the data model, and need
not suffer from the restrictions of past organisational struc
ture and history.
Procedure Formation is a technique which is primarily
applied by user department personnel with a detailed know
ledge of the organisation, but no computer experience.
Procedure Formation applies to derivation of any proced
ures — whether manual or automated.
When used in conjunction with information analysis, pro
cedure formation derives procedures which reflect corpor
ate objectives established for the future. Procedure forma
tion is objectives-driven. It provides feedback for evaluation
and refinement of objectives and their measurement.
Procedure formation enables data usage maps to be devel
oped, for direct input to data analysis and data base design.
It also allows another level of quality test of the data model
built during information analysis: this checks that the data
model will support decisions which result in data change.
Procedure formation provides a formal technique (for soft
ware engineering installations) which can be used to develop
a “new logical model" in structured analysis.
In conjunction with program specification synthesis, detailed
module specifications are formally derived. These derived
modules automatically exhibit high functional cohesiveness,
the end-objective of structured design. The module specifica
tions can be expressed in structured English. Alternatively,
source program code may be derived directly from procedure
formation and program specification synthesis. This bypasses
conventional programming.

The Data Model
Figure 3 documents a data model of the Widget
Corporation. Table 1 documents the entity dictionary,
which includes the entity list of the data model. The entity
dictionary names each data entity (shown schematically in
Figure 3), and details its data item contents. A short des
cription is also provided. Each entity is allocated a number
Nx, where x is unique.
In examining the data model in Figure 3, we can read
ily identify (partition) that data for which specific func
tional areas are responsible. This is referred to as “prime
data responsibility”.
The accounts department is responsible for the
CUSTOMER entity.
The orders department is responsible for the ORDER
and ORDER-PRODUCT entities.
The warehouse is responsible for the PRODUCT and
BACKORDER entities.
The invoicing department is responsible for the
INVOICE and INVOICE-PRODUCT entities.
The orders department also needs to refer to the
CUSTOMER entity (to determine the credit status of each
customer placing an order). Additionally, the invoicing
department needs to refer to the CUSTOMER entity, to
update the account balance and credit limit by the amount
of each invoice prepared for that customer, and for pay
ment subsequently received. This is known as “secondary
data responsibility”.
Once entities have been partitioned based on primary
and secondary data responsibility, any entities with man
datory associations to those partitioned entities are also
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by this event. Data items which are not required initially
are optional data items. Events which later add these optinal items are considered in conjunction with modifica
tion of the data entity.) We abbreviate this entity change
as:

N1

ANO:CUSTOMER —E1 : Customer Accepted.

product

Co

product

one to one (mandatory)
one to one (optional)

—------- K-

PRODUCT

one to many (mandatory)

DNO:CUSTOMER — E2 : Closed customer account removed.

one to many (optional)

Figure 3. Data Model used for Procedure Formation Examples

included. When the number of partitioned entities exceeds
20-25, a further partitioning is carried out. This ensures
that partitioned data models of a manageable size proceed
to later stages.
Stage 2: Event Break-out
We are concerned with those application events which
bring about the addition, deletion or modification of indiv
idual entity occurrences. We will identify these data
changes as:
Add Entity Occurrence
(ANO)
Delete Entity Occurrence
(DNO)
Modify Entity Occurrence
(MNO)
We examine each separate entity in turn, considering
each of the above data changes. In some cases, more than
one event may bring about a particular data change.
As we define each new event, we will uniquely iden
tify it with an event number: Ex — where x = allocated
event number.
Let us first consider the CUSTOMER entity in Table
1 (and also documented schematically in Figure 3). This en
tity is the responsibility of the accounts department.
Accounts Department Events
The addition of a new CUSTOMER entity is brought
about by the event of “customer accepted”.
It may be necessary, before accepting a new
customer, to carry out certain checks — such as a verifica
tion of the potential customer’s credit-worthiness. Only if
the customer’s credit rating is adequate would that
customer then be accepted. Thus certain conditions must
be satisfied before acceptance of the new customer and
addition of the CUSTOMER entity. We will consider these
essential prior conditions when we later combine applica
tion events to form procedures.
The entity change of: Add Entity Occurrence of a
CUSTOMER entity is brought about by the event of:
Customer Accepted. We will identify this event as E1. (We
assume all required [mandatory] data items are also added
1 30

We will next consider the deletion of a CUSTOMER
entity.
Physical deletion may only be acceptable to the
organisation if the customer’s account balance is zero. To
enforce this, the organisation may first “close off” the cus
tomer’s account (by flagging it). Physical deletion of CUS
TOMER entities is only carried out for customers whose
accounts have been closed off, and whose account balance
is zero.
Thus we will identify an event for physical deletion
of a CUSTOMER entity as:

We will now consider the events which result in modi
fication of a CUSTOMER entity.
Examining the CUSTOMER entity in Table 1, we can
identify a number of events which change data items. The
customer name and address may be changed. The account
balance or credit limit may be adjusted. The account closed
flag may be turned on (to signify that the account has been
closed). Certain of these events may be particularly relevant
to some functional areas of the organisation. We will record
these events as follows:
MNOrCUSTOMER — E3
E4
E5
E6

:
:
:
:

Customer account closed.
Customer details adjusted.
Customer account balance adjusted.
Customer credit limit adjusted.

Application event E3 modifies a CUSTOMER entity
by turning on the account closed flag. Event E4 changes the
customer name or address. Event E5 changes the customer’s
account balance. Event E6 changes the credit limit.
An event “customer number changed” may not be
acceptable (NOT ALLOWED). The organisation may
instead enforce events of “customer account closed” for
the old customer number, followed by “customer
accepted” with the new customer number. This enforces
an essential audit control that the account balance must
first be zero.
s
Retrieval of a CUSTOMER entity may be necessary
both for general enquiry purposes — to display the cur
rent status of a particular customer — or for validation pur
poses. For example, it may be necessary to examine a cus
tomer’s account balance and credit limit before an order
from that customer is accepted.
Retrieval events are not considered specifically at this
stage. They are included as necessary during the subsequent
stage of procedure derivation, when the conditions associa
ted with events are expanded. Retrieval events are consider
ed further during Program Specification Synthesis.
Orders Department Events
The addition of an ORDER entity is brought about
by the event: Order Header Accepted. This is indicated as:
ANO:ORDER E7 : Order Header Accepted
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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Note: The ORDER entity in fact relates to “order
header” details. The ORDER-PRODUCT entity (see below)
relates to order item details.
We will consider two application events which may
bring about deletion of an ORDER entity.
The first instance of deletion is to physically remove
a cancelled order header. The original cancellation of that
order header may be indicated by turning on an order
cancel flag in the ORDER entity. This will cancel the order
header, but will not remove that particular order from the
system. Only when all action relating to the order has
ceased can the cancelled order header be physically
removed by deletion.
The other event may delete completed orders which
have been shipped to the customer. These orders are no
longer required by the system (and should therefore be
deleted). This deletion may be physical, or instead logical
(by turning on an “order completed” flag). During physical
data base design, a decision may be taken to retain those
completed orders for audit purposes, by archiving them.
Deletion events are therefore:
DNO:ORDER — E8 : Cancelled order header removed.
E9 : Completed order header removed.

Two events may modify an ORDER. One event con
siders general adjustments to the order header details (of
order date, date required, delivery address or customer
number). The other event considers the cancellation of an
order header (by turning on the order cancel flag). We will
identify these events as follows:
MNO:ORDER —E10 : Order header cancelled.
E11 : Order header details adjusted.

The ORDER-PRODUCT entity represents each in
dividual order item comprising an order. This identifies
each product and the quantity ordered.
We are concerned with events that bring about addit
ion, deletion, or modification of an individual ORDERPRODUCT. (While several ORDER-PRODUCT entities may
comprise an order, we will concern ourselves only with each
individual entity occurrence.)
The addition of an ORDER-PRODUCT entity occurs
on acceptance of each order item in the order. We will iden
tify this event as follows:
ANO:ORDER PRODUCT — E12 : Order item accepted.

Physical deletion of an ORDER-PRODUCT occurs in
two instances: when a completed order item is removed;
when a cancelled item is removed. (The cancellation of an
individual item may not necessarily imply the cancellation
of the entire order. Order items may be individually cancel
led.) These events are defined as:
DNO:ORDER-PRODUCT — E1 3 : Cancelled order item removed.
El 4 : Completed order item removed.

Modification of an ORDER-PRODUCT may occur on
adjustment of order item details — such as a change in the
quantity ordered of a particular product. Another modifi
cation event may be the cancellation of an order item, by
turning on the order cancel flag. (The adjustment of
product number in an order item may only be achieved
[perhaps] by cancelling the original order item, and then
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 73, No. 4, November 7987

TABLE 2: EVENTS, IDENTIFIED BY EXAMINING CIRCUM
STANCES WHEN PARTICULAR ENTITIES ARE ADDED,
DELETED OR MODIFIED
EVENT LIST
CUSTOMER ENTITY
El — Customer accepted
E2 — Closed customer account removed
E3 — Customer account closed
E4 — Customer details adjusted
E5 — Customer account balance adjusted
E6 — Customer credit limit adjusted
ORDER ENTITY (The Order Header)
E7 — Order header accepted
E8 — Cancelled order header removed
E9 — Completed order header removed
El 0 — Order header cancelled
El 1 — Order header details adjusted
ORDER-PRODUCT ENTITY (The Order Items)
El2 — Order item accepted
El 3 — Cancelled order item removed
E14 — Completed order item removed
El5 — Order line cancelled
El 6 — Order line details adjusted
BACKORDER ENTITY
El 7 — Backorder item accepted
El8 — Cancelled backorder item removed
E19 — Backorder item removed
E20— Backorder item cancelled
E21 — Backorder item adjusted
PRODUCT ENTITY
E22 — Product accepted
E23 — Discontinued product removed
E24 — Discontinued product notified
E25 — Product quantity issued
E26 — Product quantity received
E27 — Product details adjusted
INVOICE ENTITY (The Invoice Header)
E28 — Invoice header produced
E29 — Cancelled invoice header removed
E30 — Paid invoice header removed
E31 — Invoice header cancelled
E32 — Paid invoice header flagged
E33 — Invoice header details adjusted
INVOICE-PRODUCT ENTITY (The Invoice Items)
E34— Invoice item produced
E35 — Cancelled invoice item removed
E36 — Paid invoice item removed
E37 — Invoice line cancelled
E38 — Invoice line details adjusted
DELETIONS LEGEND
Remove: Physically delete
Cancel: Logically delete : turn on cancel flag

accepting a new order item with the new product number.)
Two modification events result:
MNO: ORDER-PRO DUCT - E15 : Order item cancelled.
E16 : Order item details adjusted.

The Event List
We have identified significant events which bring
about data changes in different functional areas of the
Widget Corporation. These events (and the entities they
relate to) are listed in Table 2, including events identified
by the warehouse and also the invoicing department.
An event list as illustrated in Table 2 is built during
Event Break-Out (Stage 2). As each event is identified, the
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list is used to check whether it has previously been recor
ded. To help reduce problems of the same event appearing
several times, the convention of NOUN-VERB is used for
naming events.
Stage 3: Condition Identification
Conditions which must be satisfied before an event is
executed may be important. These are called “pre-condit
ions”. Other conditions may only be capable of being satis
fied after execution of an event. These are called “post
conditions”. Some events may need to be carried out
repetitively. Conditions which must be satisfied for repe
tition are called “repetition conditions”.
The combining of individual events in particular se
quences, the conditions to be satisfied before or after exe
cution of each event, and the number of repetitions of
specific events generally requires a good understanding of
the functional area concerned — its responsibilities and
objectives. Such an understanding would normally be held
by user department and management personnel from that
functional area.
New Procedures
Procedure formation enables a new perspective to be
taken in combining events into procedures. Existing proced
ures may be carried out for no reason other than they have
“always been done that way”. By building up procedures
from data change events, new sequences and approaches
will become evident — which may never have been obvious
viewed from the perspective of the previous procedures.
Such new procedures may offer benefits not previously
recognised.
Existing Procedures
Some procedures used in a functional area (either
manually, or with automated systems) may need to be con
tinued with any new system. Consequently, these existing
procedures can be defined by combining relevant events in
a sequence, and based on conditions, which are already
known. Even so, this pre-determined combination is used
only later — to cross-check the derived procedures — so as
not to interfere with the open-minded lateral thinking
approach used during procedure formation.
Consolidated (Integrated) Procedures
Procedure Formation also offers an opportunity to
consolidate procedures across different functional areas,
where they in fact have the same job to do. For example,
one large marketing organisation was able to resolve the
nine different procedures for receipting across its various
departments. It consolidated them into (currently) two
standard receipting procedures. Procedure Formation (as a
technique for deriving new procedures) can be highly sig
nificant in the new business opportunities which are open
ed up.
In combining events to form new procedures, we
deliberately break away from the conventional step by step
narrative description. We will instead use a graphical tech
nique.
We will show events as ellipses, and will join two or
more event ellipses together to show a particular sequence
of execution of those events. We call these diagrams Proced
ure Maps.
Although similar in appearance, procedure maps
differ from Structured Analysis data flow diagrams - as we
7 32

are not concerned with data flow. Rather we are interested
in the sequence of execution of events, and the conditions
which dictate that sequence. This is called “event propaga
tion”. Arrowed lines are used to indicate event propagation.
Our objective (in documenting events in procedure
maps) is to consider the business implications of different
event execution sequences. Some event sequences may be
invalid (such as the deletion of an order before its accep
tance). Other event sequences may only be valid if certain
conditions are observed.
Validation Events
Identification of conditions also leads to identifica
tion of validation events associated with retrieval (or read)
of entities or data items. We will now consider this access
to the data model (which we deliberately ignored earlier).
Appropriate validation events are identified and asso
ciated with conditions — either pre- or post-conditions.
These conditions become the hinge points or connectors
linking events (Program Specification Synthesis subsequent
ly reviews retrieve activity, for enquiry or reporting pur
poses.)
We will determine — where there are two or more al
ternative events which can be executed in relation to a par
ticular event — the conditions under which each of those
event directions may be taken. We list these conditions in
a conditions table (as either pre-, post- or repetition con
ditions), and’ indicate which are the pre- and post-events for
those conditions. We will later use these conditions to de
velop procedure maps.
Stage 4: Procedure Derivation
We will use a basic graphical convention for deriva
tion of procedures. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
This figure indicates that event A is executed first,
followed by event B then C. This is shown by a line joining
events A and B, and a line joining events A and C. The
arrow on each line .indicates direction of propagation: these
lines are called “event propagation lines”.
If event B must be executed before event C, then the
event propagation line to event B exits event A above the
line to event C.
Figure 4 shows a notation on each of the two event
propagation lines. This notation is C1 on the line between
events A and B, and C2 on the line between events A and C.
A bar above a condition signifies the “not” condition.

Figure 4. Schematic Representation of Events and Execution
Sequence
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Conditional Event Propagation
Cl and C2 are “event propagation conditions”. These
indicate particular conditions which must be satisfied
before the succeeding event can be executed. Thus, follow
ing event A, event B is executed only if condition Cl is
satisfied. Similarly, event C is executed after event A (and
also after event B — as event C falls below event B) only if
condition C2 is satisfied. (If these conditions are not satis
fied execution may propagate to other events, as illustrated
in Figure 5.)
In some cases a condition must be satisfied prior to
the execution of an initial event. For example, Figure 5
shows a condition (C3) above the customer credit validated
event (E51) ellipse. This condition checks whether the cus
tomer is valid (and so able to place an order with the organ
isation). Such customer validity may be determined from a
list of accepted customers, or by a specific customer
number for example.
Condition C3, represented above the customer credit
validation event ellipse, indicates that a credit validation is
only carried out if that customer is valid. If the customer is
invalid, the order is rejected.
Figure 5 shows that the negative conditions of either
C2 or C3 can both give rise to rejection of the order. These
two negative conditions are joined by a vertical line. This
vertical line represents “OR”. Thus an order is rejected in
Figure 5 if either “the customer is invalid or the customer’s
credit status is not satisfactory”.
On the other hand, two or more conditions may to
gether need to be satisfied before a particular event can be
executed. This is also indicated in Figure 5, where the cus
tomer must be valid, and the credit status must be satisfac
tory before an order can be accepted. This “and” condit
ion is indicated by the period sign joining the two condit
ions C2 and C3 on the event propagation line between cus
tomer credit validated and order header accepted.
We have so far joined separate application events
together by event propagation lines, so indicating a particu
lar sequence of execution. We have also indicated that exe
cution of a subsequent event may be conditional upon the
satisfaction of one or more conditions. Alternatively — if
no conditions are indicated on a event propagation line —
the succeeding event is executed unconditionally. Once the
first event has been executed, the following event is then
executed.
Repetition of Events
We need to represent schematically one more factor
which controls the execution of events. This is a repetition
factor.
Two repetition arrow conventions are used in proced
ure maps. A curved repetition arrow implies a DO . . .
WHILE repetition, while a right-angle repetition arrow
implies a REPEAT . . . UNTIL repetition. These are illus
trated in Figure 6.
Diagram (a) shows that event A is carried out first,
followed by repetition of event B, based on condition Cl.
If C1 is not satisfied on the first test, event B is never car
ried out; otherwise event B is carried out repetitively while
Cl is satisfied. This represents DO . . . WHILE repetition.
Diagram (b) indicates that events is carried out first,
then event T is carried out at least once before condition
C2 is checked. If C2 is immediately satisfied, event T is not
repetitively carried out; otherwise event T is repeated until
C2 is satisfied. This is a REPEAT . . . UNTIL repetition.
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C2 ic3
CUSTOMER CREDIT
VALIDATED

C2.C3

C2 : IF

(CREDIT STATUS OK)

C3 : IF (CUSTOMER VALID)

Figure 5. Enabling Conditions which must be Satisfied Prior to
Execution of an Event

As a series of events are combined together, a com
plete procedure will evolve. Such a procedure may be car
ried out by a manual system, or instead may be carried out
by computer in an automated system.
The derivation of a procedure map is an evolutionary
process, combining events based on conditions, and pre
events and post-events associated with those conditions.
This process is highly repeatable, and breaks away from the
procedural constraints of the past to derive new procedures.
These “new” procedures are then composed with the “old”
procedures to identify business opportunities.
The evolution of procedures by combining events,
and the preparation of procedure maps, constitutes proced
ure derivation. Such “synthesised” procedures provide
direct input subsequently to Program Specification Syn
thesis.
We will illustrate the derivation of procedures, using
as a basis the application events identified earlier in the
event list of Table 2.
In forming procedures for the orders department, we
can be guided by the data model and the business rules it
expresses.
Accept New Order Procedure
The business rules are expressed in Figure 3, and are
illustrated primarily by the associations which exist be
tween the entities. Figure 3 shows that a customer may
have one or many orders outstanding, or none. However,
each order relates (mandatorily) to one, and only one, cus
tomer.
Similarly, an order is made up of one or many order
line items (ORDER-PRODUCT). However an order can
not exist without at least one line item, and a line item
must relate to only one order. Thus the association in
Figure 3 between ORDER and ORDER-PRODUCT is a
mandatory one to mandatory many association.
This therefore suggests that — as an order must be
associated with a customer — we should identify and vali
date that customer before accepting the order. Further
more, as an order is made up of one or many order items
each order will result in repetitive executions of events
which accept order items.
Figure 3 also indicates that an ORDER-PRODUCT
has a mandatory association with one, and only one,
PRODUCT entity. A PRODUCT entity may, however, be
referred to by many order line items across many orders.
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TABLE 3: ADDITIONAL EVENTS, DETERMINED BY EXAM
INING CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN PARTICULAR ENTITIES ARE
RETRIEVED (THIS IS AN EXTENSION OF TABLE 2)
Order

RETRIEVAL EVENTS
E39 — Customer enquiry
E40 — Order header enquiry
E41 — Order item enquiry
E42 — Product enquiry
E43 — Backorder enquiry
E44 — Invoice header enquiry
E45 — Invoice item enquiry

rejected

Order header
^accepted

This suggests that, prior to acceptance of an order
item, the relevant product to be ordered should be refer
enced — to ensure that it is a valid product. This can be
carried out through a product validation enquiry. If the
referenced product is invalid, that order item must be
rejected, and a new order item (for a different product)
accepted.
Following acceptance of the order and its associated
order line items, final confirmation of that order can be
provided through an order enquiry and an order item
enquiry. Figure 7 illustrates a procedure map for the pro
cedure discussed above.
Thus a series of new events based on retrieval (or
READ) of entities are identified. They are added to the
event list — as we examine conditions under which propa
gation can occur between previously identified events, and
as we form the business procedures supporting the par
titioned area being examined.
The new retrieval events are listed in Table 3, which is
an extension of Table 2. Event numbers are allocated as
shown.
Stage 5: Procedure Expression
This stage documents the procedure maps derived
during Stage 4, in a form acceptable to the organisation.
Two examples are illustrated: narrative procedure docu
mentation, and (user-oriented) structured English docu
mentation.
Figure 7 illustrates the following procedure state
ment, expressed in a narrative form:
If the supplied customer number is valid, the cus
tomer’s account is open and the credit statis is satis
factory, an order header may be accepted from that
customer. Otherwise the order is rejected (Exl) if
any of these conditions are not satisfied.
The accepted order is made up of a number of order
items, each of which nominates a particular product.

(a)

DO ... WHILE Cl

Figure 6. Repetition Arrow Conventions
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(b)

REPEAT ... UNTIL £2

£42
Product
enquiry

^

Product
rejected

£40

Order header
enqui ry

E12
Order item
.accepted

Cl : IF (CUSTOMER VALID)
Order item
enquiry

C2 : IF (CREDIT OK)
C4 :

IF (ACCOUNT OPEN)

C5

: UNTIL (NO MORE ORDER ITEMS)

C6

:

IF (PRODUCT VALID)

C23 : IF (PRODUCT DISCONTINUED)

Figure 7. Accept New Order Procedure Map

If the product number specified is valid, and that
product has not been discontinued, the order item is
accepted. If, however, the product number is invalid
or that product has been discontinued, the particu
lar order item is rejected and a new order item may
be supplied. (Figure 7 represents this with a BREAK
right angle arrow exiting from the error event Ex2
following event E42.)
This continues, accepting each order item in turn
until there are no more items making up that order.
(Figure 7 illustrates this with a right angle arrow to
represent repetition of order item acceptance.) A
confirmation of acceptance of the order is then pro
vided by an order enquiry, made up of an order item
enquiry for each item within that order (indicated by
IF (CUSTOMER INVALID)
NOTIFY ERROR - CUSTOMER NUMBER INCORRECT
OTHERWISE (CUSTOMER VALID)
CUSTOMER ENQUIRY (E39)
IF (ACCOUNT NOT OPEN OR CREDIT NOT OK)
NOTIFY ERROR - ACCOUNT CLOSED OR INSUFFICIENT CREDIT
OTHERWISE (ACCOUNT OPEN AND CREDIT OK)
ORDER HEADER ACCEPTED (E7)
REPEAT (WHILE MORE ORDER ITEMS)
PRODUCT ENQUIRY (E42)
IF (PRODUCT INVALID OR PRODUCT DISCONTINUED)
NOTIFY ERROR - INVALID OR DISCONTINUED PRODUCT
BREAK - EXAMINE NEXT PRODUCT ORDERED
OTHERWISE (PRODUCT VALID AND CURRENT)
ORDER ITEM ACCEPTED (E12)
UNTIL (NO MORE ORDER ITEMS)
ORDER ENQUIRY (E40)
REPEAT (WHILE MORE ORDER ITEMS)
ORDER ITEM ENQUIRY (E41)
UNTIL (NO MORE ORDER ITEMS)
Figure 8. Accept New Order — Structured English Procedure
Statement
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Procedure Formation

further event repetition in Figure 7, and a [blocked]
exit arrow from event E40 when there are no more
order items).
This procedure is expressed in a procedure statement
based on (user-oriented) structured English in Figure 8.
This was derived directly from the procedure map in Figure
7, with relevant event numbers indicated in brackets.
Figure 7 illustrates repetition, following event E7
(order header accepted). The repeated events are E42
(product enquiry) and E12 (order item accepted). This is
indicated in Figure 8 by the procedure statements between
REPEAT and UNTIL (NO MORE ORDER ITEMS). In the
event of a product error, the processing of that particular
order line item is terminated; this is indicated by the
BREAK statement in Figure 8 within the REPEAT loop
(derived from the BREAK symbol exiting from the error
event following event E42 in Figure 7). There is an addit
ional repetition after event E40 (order enquiry) of event
E41 (order item enquiry). This is indicated by the REPEAT
. . . UNTIL (NO MORE ORDER ITEMS) statements at the
end of Figure 8.
CONCLUSION
Who should perform a Procedure Formation? Those
institutions and organisations who wish to explore new
ways of conducting their affairs. If desired, these new ways
can suggest a detailed re-structuring, or can provide an eval
uation of the changes required for such re-structuring.
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Who should perform a Procedure Formation? Govern
ment and business Managers who see productivity gains by
applying common procedures for diverse activities. The
method’s realistic validation of differing objectives leads to
mutually supportive data and procedures.
The data resource forming the basis of Procedure
Formation is usually developed by applying the techniques
of Information Analysis. However, Procedure Formation
may be applied to data models built by other methods such
as Data Analysis. It follows that all organisations who
possess a stable data model, have been enabled to formulate
what their information procedures “should be”.
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Data Base Backup—The Problem of
Very Large Data Bases
John Kaunitz* and Louis Van Ekert*
For the users of very large data bases, traditional data base backup procedures imply unaccep
table operational costs in terms of time and resource utilisation.
This tutorial paper reviews the traditional approach and examines its performance implications
for very large data bases.
A range of measures is then reviewed whereby the efficiency of backup procedures may be
improved and operational problems alleviated. These measures fall into two categories: enhancements
to system utilities employed during backup and recovery and considerations relating to application
system design.
Keywords and Phrases: information systems, data base, backup, checkpoints, reload, recovery.
CR Categories: 3.50, 3.73, 4.33, 4.40.

1.

INTRODUCTION
As evidenced by a Panel Session on Very Large Data
Bases (VLDB) during the IFIP 80 Congress (Melbourne,
October 1980), operational problems due to size may arise
when data base size exceeds 109 bytes. The time and
resource utilisation demanded by file backup operations to
support recovery was perceived as a critical problem by
users of such data bases.
In this paper we examine this problem and possible
measures for its alleviation, in the context of business and
government information systems. Somewhat different con
siderations apply to time sharing systems which emphasise
the sharing of processing rather than data resources (Fraser
(1969), Verhofstad (1978)).
The recovery objective in information systems is to
minimise service disruption to end-users and to limit user
involvement in recovery to terminal sessions actually in
progress at the time of the failure.
Another requirement is to ensure that recovery opera
tions restore application data base areas or even the total
data base to a logically consistent state before application
processing resumes. This means that backup and recovery
operations must be co-ordinated across the whole data base,
and must also be co-ordinated with transaction and commu
nication recovery.
Backup and recovery mechanisms in information sys
tems have been reviewed by Gibbons (1976), Davenport
(1977) and Verhofstad (1978).
2.

INFORMATION SYSTEM DATA BASE BACKUP
AND RECOVERY
The usual, basic, approach for data base backup in
information systems may be summarised as follows:
(i)
Periodically the data base is checkpointed in a static
state by dumping to tape all data base files which
were altered since the last checkpoint.
(ii) An audit trail is maintained between checkpoints re
flecting details of all updating activities against the
data base. As a minimum, the audit trail will contain
start and end-of-run-unit sentinels for all updating

“Copyright © 1981, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

run-units and the “after-image” of all data base pages
or records which a run-unit attempted to alter. The
audit trail may also contain other information, for
example “before-images” of altered data base pages,
input and output messages, a record of non-updating
run-units etc. Bjork (1975), Curtice (1977).
The basic approach thus produces a time series of
static checkpoints of the total data base, with the audit trail
providing a history of events between checkpoints. Varia
tions on the above basic approach will be discussed later in
this paper.
Using state of the art, 6250 bpi tapes for dumps,
approximately ten 2400' reels are required for each 109
bytes of data base files, using data base pages of 4K bytes.
The number will vary with block size etc. and will be con
siderably greater if lower density tapes are used. Similarly
the number of audit trail tapes will vary with the rate of
updating transactions ■ and with the technology in use.
However it is evident that a large number of tapes will be
involved in storing dumps and the audit trail. A retention
scheme is required for these which reflects the audit and
recovery requirements of the installation.
Failure and recovery situations which occur in infor
mation systems may be broadly categorised as follows:
(a)

Disruption of Normal Processing
After a system stop or a program abort condition
the data base is assumed to be in a logically inconsistent
state due to the partial processing of transaction or batch
programs, which were active at the time of the failure. In
such situations recovery is normally performed by selec
tively “undoing” the effect of uncompleted run-units,
either by using before-images of data base pages on the
audit trail or by using other protection and recovery mech
anisms built into the data base and transaction processing
software. Following data base recovery the system must
also ensure that transactions or batches of input which were
backed out during recovery are requeued for processing.
(b)

Damage to Data Base Files
In the event of damage to the data base due to either
hardware or software malfunctions, recovery consists of a
three step process:
Damaged parts, or if necessary the whole data base is
reload from a previous dump, usually the last.

*The authors are with the School of Computing Sciences, NSWIT, Broadway, NSW 2007, Manuscript received 8 October 1987.
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(ii)

(iii)

The audit trail is reprocessed from the time of the
dump to the point of failure, reapplying after images
of data base pages to the areas affected.
Backout recovery is performed for the whole system
as in (a).

(c)

Incorrect Application Processing
As a result of user program or operator error, for
example the loading of the wrong version of a file or a pro
gram, the data base may end up in a state which is sound
from the system’s viewpoint but unacceptable from the
user’s viewpoint. Recovery is performed as follows:
(i)
The application’s files are reloaded from the last
dump which reflects a correct application state.
(ii) All input transactions and batch input files are repro
cessed since the dump, in the correct manner.
We shall mainly be concerned here with file recovery
as described in (b). However we shall assume that the back
up system also caters for recovery of type (c). Some uncon
ventional approaches to backout recovery of type (a) are
described by Lorie (1977), Haerder and Reuter (1979) and
Reuter (1980).
It is seen that data base recovery operations may re
quire the dump reload step to be performed on the basis of
one of three selectivity criteria:
(i)
by reloading the complete dump;
(ii)
by reloading files or data base areas residing on cer
tain failed physical devices;
(iii) by reloading files belonging to a certain application
requiring reprocessing.
Data base dumps are normally organised on a file by
file basis or by physical device. In either case, in order to
localise the effect of device failures, to cater for all reload
requirements, and to make dumping efficient, it is desirable
to map each file and each application to contiguous areas
on physical devices. This, however, may conflict with per
formance considerations during normal processing.
3.

DATA BASE BACKUP FOR VLDBS
A performance analysis of file backup and recovery
of type (b) was carried out by Chandy, Browne, Dissly and
Uhrig (1975) and Chandy (1977). They defined the total
time spent in data base checkpointing and recovery per
unit time as the cost metric of the backup and recovery
process. Different sets of simplifying assumptions were then
used to derive the optimal inter-checkpoint time and the
associated minimal unit cost.
While these results show limitations inherent in the
basic backup and recovery process, the above metric is not
always appropriate in practical situations.
First, in practice, recovery times and the time re
quired to checkpoint the data base cannot be freely traded
off. Usually there is a specified, maximum acceptable re
covery time which may not be exceeded.
Second, the time to dump the data base normally
cannot be chosen freely but must lie in an off-peak time
period of the day when the data base is not accessible for
normal processing.
We may note that one constraining factor on the rate
at which a file may be reloaded is channel transfer time
which is approximately 1.2 Mbytes/sec using state of the
art disk technology. This would imply a transfer time of
about 14 minutes for each 109 bytes of data. Taking other
factors into account such as disk head movement, channel
contention and operator interaction, in practice the time
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

required to reload 103
9 *bytes
* * * *of a physical dump will be half
to one hour and considerably more if older technology is
used.
Even with moderate transaction rates of one updating
transaction per second and five audit trail records per trans
action the audit trail for a twelve hour day would span five
to ten, 6250 bpi tapes, which would require approximately
one to two hours reprocessing time during recovery.
Parameters and recovery times vary from installation
to installation and these figures are intended only to
indicate the orders of magnitude involved. For details of
calculation techniques see Gibbons (1976).
The dilemma faced by VLDB operators is thus as
follows: in order to provide acceptable recovery times after
a device failure the data base has to be checkpointed freq
uently. However, the larger the data base is, the more costly
it is to perform checkpointing.
It may be noted that the required frequency of
checkpointing in this situation is governed by the volume of
updating activities and to a lesser extent by the capacity of
individual devices, but is independent of data base size. The
cost of checkpointing is however determined only,by data
base size and is independent of the volume of updating
activity.
The volatility of a data base may be defined as the
fraction of the data base updated per unit time. Volatility
thus relates updating volumes per unit time and data base
size. Any two of these three quantities characterise the data
base for our purposes and determine the third.
4.

OPERATIONAL AND SYSTEM SOFTWARE
MEASURES
4.1 Audit Trails and Dumps
Before reviewing enhancements to the basic backup
and recovery mechanism described in Section 2, it is
instructive to examine the contrasting properties of audit
trails and dumps.
Audit trails are essentially a by-product of the nor
mal processing phase.
On an audit trail, records occur in chronological
order. During file recovery situations of type (b) much of
the data on the audit trail will be irrelevant. A number of
inefficiencies will therefore prevail during audit trail re
processing:
(i)
In processing the audit trail all record types must be
scanned even though only after-images and run-unit
sentinels are of interest.
(ii)
The whole audit trail over the relevant time interval
must be reprocessed even if only a small part of the
data base is affected, since the relevant information is
dispersed throughout the audit trail.
(iii) Amongst the after-images which are relevant to the
area being restored, there will be many which refer
to the same data base page or record. These will all
be reapplied to the data base during recovery even
though later after-images of a page overwrite previous
ones.
In contrast, a data base dump is a complete set of data
base page images which is organised according to the
physical structure of the data base. While a dump is suitable
for efficient and selective processing during recovery, it
requires significant resources as well as dedicated system
time to produce.
Since a dump is normally taken in the absence of
application processing it reflects the data base in a static
137
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UTILITY
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Figure 1. Multithriead Dump Utility

state. A dump taken under these conditions, may thus be
used by itself to reproduce a logically consistent data base
state.
4.2

Multi-Thread Dumps
A number of'data base management systems allow
the data base to be partitioned and the dump utility to
operate independently and in parallel on each part, in a
multi-thread mode (Figure 1).
This approach is essentially a tradeoff of hardware re
sources and operator costs against elapsed time. A separate
tape drive must be dedicated to each partition of the dump
process. A tape channel may be shared between two tape
drives if disk channels are slower than tape channels or if a
significant amount of disk head movement occurs during
dumping. However, where neither of these conditions hold,
a tape channel must also be dedicated to each partition if
contention is to be avoided — an expensive proposition.
Since it takes only a few minutes to fill up and
rewind a 2400' magnetic tape using modern tape drives
operating at 200 ips., two or three partitions will require a
dedicated operator just to mount and dismount tapes.
4.3

Cyclic and Dynamic Dumps
In order to avoid unacceptably long service disrup
tions as a result of dumping operations, the data base may
be partitioned and a different part dumped in turn each
day.
Some on-line information systems, such as police
systems, airline reservation systems etc. must be available
around the clock. In such systems data base backup must
be performed in the presence of normal processing. Indeed
in some systems dumping is carried on continuously, star
ting a new dump as soon as the previous one is finished.
In both of the above cases the dump by itself does
not represent the data base in a useful, logically consistent
state. Such a state can be restored only with the aid of the
audit trail. Having reloaded corrupted parts of the data base
from the dump, the audit trail must be reprocessed from
the earliest point in time reflected by the dump, to the
recovery point, that is, the point of failure. During audit
trail reprocessing after-images are reloaded into the affected
area in the usual manner. In the case of dynamic dumps,
backout recovery of type (a) must then be applied to
remove the effect of run-units active at the time of the
failure.
4.4
138

Audit Trail Compaction
Some data base management systems (for example

IBM’s IMS/VS) provide utilities for copying after-images
from the audit trail, sorting these into logical order and dis
carding superseded copies. The result of this operation is a
‘change file’.
Suppose that between consecutive data base dumps a
number of additional system checkpoints are introduced
when the system is brought to an idle state. If the audit
trail between the dump and the first checkpoint is pro
cessed into a change file, then this may be used together
with the dump to recover the system to the first check
point. Similar change files may be produced for all inter
checkpoint intervals and used to recover to subsequent
checkpoints.
Using change files instead of the corresponding audit
trail segment will speed up the recovery process, since the
previously mentioned inefficiencies associated with audit
trail processing are eliminated at least within each inter
checkpoint interval. Further efficiencies may be introduced
by merging consecutive change files with each other and
with the dump using off-line operations.
However, the production of change files and subse
quent off-line operations using sort/merge techniques may
themselves imply an unacceptable level of resource utilisa
tion for large systems which produce 10-30 audit trail tapes
daily.
Drake and Smith (1971) propose that, as part of the
audit-trail operation, an auxiliary file be produced on disk
which contains all updated data base page-ids in chrono
logical order. This file is then sorted by page-id and is used
to produce a change-file called a sorted-journal. This is done
by merging the previous version of the sorted-journal with
the data base pages indicated by the sorted auxiliary file.
Gibbons (1976) describes a method aimed at speed
ing up audit-trail processing during recovery. A disk file,
called a tag file, is built during normal operation, as a by
product of writing the audit trail. In case of failure of
type (b), the tag file is sorted by page-id and audit trail
address while the damaged part of the data base is being
reloaded. The latest after-image of pages required for re
covery are then separated and resorted by audit trail
address. The audit trail may then speedily read by skipping
directly to the required records thus indicated.
Another method of audit trail compaction is pro
posed by Kaunitz (1978a). An unsorted change file is
produced by a single backward scan of the audit trail during
an off-line operation.
The method relies on a bit map of the data base
during the compaction process which contains a bit per
data base page. The bit map is accessed through a directory
which points to file boundaries within the bit map. It is
assumed that each file is stored on one or more contiguous
sets of data base pages.
At the start of the backward scan of the audit trail all
bits are cleared. In reading the audit trail, all record types
except after-images are ignored. For each data base after
image the bit map is referenced. If the bit corresponding to
the page is zero then the after-image is copied to the change
file and the bit is set to one.
If the bit corresponding to the page is already one,
then the after-image is ignored.
This method is capable of producing a change file as a
background operation without the resource requirements
implied by sorting. However, for a large data base the bit
map itself may be of considerable size. If each data base
page is 4K of 8-bit bytes then for each 109 bytes of data
The Australian Computer J ournat, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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base 32K bytes of bit map are required. The bit map may
be in main memory, virtual storage or disk. However, acces
sing the bit map on disk will slow down considerably the
operation of the audit trail compaction process.
The technique may be extended to merge the latest
change file with previous change files as follows. Having
completed the compression of the latest audit trail segment
and while the bit map is still available, records in previous
change files are read in reverse chronological order by
reading the file forward. By following the same processing
rule as for the audit trail a single consolidated change file
is produced.
4.5

Differential Files
A class of techniques which depend on segregating
altered records during normal processing from the main
data base, is described by Severance and Lohman (1976).
These techniques — especially suitable for large, low
volatility data bases — preserve the main file in a static
state over extended periods. Records, which have been
altered, are stored separately in a much smaller differen
tial file.
Given that a dump of the main file is available, the
data base, as a whole, may be backed up frequently and at
relatively little cost by dumping the differential file. Per
iodically, as the differential file fills up, its contents are
merged with the main file. The main file is then dumped
and the differential file is reinitialised.
The access method used for the main file must be
modified to search the differential file before, or in parallel
with, the access to the main file. If the differential file con
tains an image of the required record then it is returned to
the user, otherwise the record image from the main file is
returned. The existence of the differential file is transparent
to the user.
The main cost of this approach is the search of the
differential file for each required access to the main file.
The differential file would normally be organised as indexsequential, (with the index in main memory) or random
access. On the average 1-1.2 disk accesses are required to
search the differential file for each required access to the
main file (Martin (1977)).
However, in situations where a differential file is
used, most searches of the differential file are in fact un
successful. Severance and Lohman (1976) describe a
method for filtering out some of these unnecessary searches
without disk accessing.
Incremental and Differential Dumps
Incremental dumping is the technique commonly
used to backup user files in timesharing systems. Files
which have been updated since the last backup process are
copied to tape, others are not. The disadvantage of this
technique is that the most recent backup of the total file
system is dispersed over numerous generations of backup
files and in fact a computerised directory to these archived
files is usually maintained.
Yourdon (1972) points out that incremental dump
ing techniques may also be applied to information system
data bases provided that there is away to determine which
parts of the data base have been updated since the last
backup. A file in such systems is usually too large a
quantum to be useful.
Lorie (1977) describes a database system design
approach which supports recovery of type (a) as an integral
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|Q
DUMP
RELOAD
UTILITY
BASE

DUMP

DATABASE

Figure 2. Differential Dumping. Creation of Base Dump

part of the design. Physical locations are dynamically
assigned to data base pages and modified pages are written
to new locations. Both the old and new versions of the page
are maintained as long as necessary, using a dual mapping
technique. This system does not maintain an audit trail in
the normal manner and does not support full recovery from
file damage in all situations. However, it is possible to pro
duce incremental dumps of only those pages which have
been altered. Lorie further suggests that successive incre
mental dumps be merged in an off-line operation.
Kaunitz (1978b) and Kaunitz and Van Ekert (1981)
describe a differential dumping technique which uses a bit
map to keep track of updated data base pages during nor
mal processing. The bit map and its associate directory are
organised similarly to those in Kaunitz (1978a) and des
cribed in section 4.4 above. A full dump, called a base dump,
is initially taken of the data base (Figure 2). At the next
checkpoint a differential dump is taken as directed by the
bit map, which is reset after the dump. At successive check
points a new differential dump is taken by reading the pre
vious differential dump and merging in updated pages as
directed by the bit map (Figure 3). The differential dump
will thus increase in size at a rate proportional to data base
updating activity. Periodically it is either merged with the
base dump in an off-line operation or a new base dump is
taken.
The data base, the base dump and the differential
dump all have similar organisation. During recovery of
type (b) the latter two are read in parallel by a special
reload utility which selects the most recent version of each
page from these (Figure 4).

4.6
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Figure 4. Differential Dumping. Reloading Damaged Data Base
Areas During File Recovery

Again the major cost of this approach is the bit map
which would be sizeable for a large data base and which
would have to be maintained in main storage to avoid per
formance degradation. However, the time spent in backup
is minimised, since only altered records have to be copied
from disc. There is a need for an extra tape drive during the
data base reload stage of recovery but there is no extra
time required for reloading and the reloading of selected
data base areas is supported. The dispersal of the backup
copy of the data base over numerous generation of tapes
and the sorting of large tape files is also avoided. In view of
reductions in main storage costs over recent years this
approach may represent an attractive tradeoff in certain
situations.
5.
5.1

APPLICATION DESIGN MEASURES
Controlling the Dispersion of Updates
It may be noted that the excessive cost of taking a
dump of a VLDB as described in section 2 is due to the un
controlled dispersal of updates throughout the data base
during processing. Even though only a small fraction, per
haps 1-2%, of records or data base pages have been updated
between dumps, it is necessary to copy the whole data base
because of the uncontrolled dispersal of altered records. Ap
plication design approaches described in the following sec
tions aim to implement a level of control over the disper
sal of data base updating during normal processing, there
by allowing economies to be introduced during backup
activities. Most of these approaches are in common use.
5.2

Batched Updating
One way to alleviate the cost of data base backup
operations is to accumulate update transactions and to
apply them to the data base using normal batch proces
sing techniques. Using this approach a static data base is
available for enquiry and also for the validation of new
data during on-going data capture operations. However new
data captured is not applied to the data base immediately
but is accumulated in files separate from the main data
base.
Updating may take place daily, every few days, week
ly or even monthly. The acceptability of this approach and
the lowest acceptable frequency of update operations is
determined by user requirements with regard to the cur
rency of the information available to enquiries and data
capture operations. The information in the data base
reflects the real world as of the time of the last update
operation.
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Normally the data base is checkpointed after each
updating phase. Recovery during the read-only phase,
after completion of the checkpointing process, consists
merely of reloading the corrupted part of the data base
from the checkpoint dump. Audit trail reprocessing is
not involved since during the read-only phase none is
produced.
In cases where checkpointing takes considerable
time, it may be considered preferable to open the data
base for read-only access in parallel with checkpointing
which is, after all, only another read-only process. If a
failure occurs prior to completion of the checkpointing
process, recovery may have to resort to reloading the
dump at the previous checkpoint and then reprocessing
the audit trail produced during the last updating phase.
An alternate approach is possible where each input
transaction relates to only one master record. The con
tents of all input transaction files are merged and sorted
according to the physical organisation of the on-line
master file. During the updating phase these files are then
simply processed sequentially in the normal batch pro
cessing manner by applying input transactions to corres
ponding master records. A tape copy of the updated
master file may be produced at the same time, avoiding
the need for a separate checkpointing step later.
There are a number of alternatives for accumula
ting and controlling the flow of new data captured prior
to the updating operation.
i.

User Files
Data may be captured on physically removable media
such as diskettes or cassettes or onto user controlled files.
Individual users or user groups are responsible for the con
tent, and if necessary the recovery of these files until the
update operation takes place.
ii.

System Managed Transaction Queues
A number of transaction processing monitors pro
vide the option to build transaction queues for deferred
processing. Similarly in distributed processing environ
ments remote processors may have the capability to store,
and to provide recovery for input data, and to forward such
input data to a centralised processing installation which
maintains the data base.
Such facilities may be used to achieve the controlled
data flow required for the batched updating approach
provided that two conditions are met.
The first condition is that the facilities must be able
to handle the accumulated data volumes in question with
out adverse effect on overall system performance. The
second condition is that the system must provide inte
grated recovery facilities for communication, transaction
processing and data base processing so that once input data
has been accepted from the user, correct processing is
ensured no matter what failure conditions arise. Frequently
a system provides the type of queuing facilities required but
does not meet the above qualifying conditions.
iii.

Transaction Files
In batch systems, between updating operations, input
transactions are normally accumulated in chronological
order in sequential transaction files and this is yet another
approach which may be adopted in on-line systems.
Here both the main master file and the transaction
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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file are under the control of the data base management sys
tem and recovery of both files is supported by its backup
and recovery mechanisms.
During normal operation the master file is accessed in
a read-only mode and input transactions are accumulated in
the transaction file in a serial write only fashion. An audit
trail is produced in the normal manner to provide recovery
for the transaction file.
Periodically the master file is updated by processing
the transaction file in a serial ‘write-only’ fashion. An audit
reinitialised to an “empty” state. The master file is checkpointed after each update operation. The relatively small
transaction file may be checkpointed more often in order
to limit the extent of audit trail reprocessing during
recovery.
5.3

Transaction and Suspense Files
In order to provide up-to-date information to users
while still allowing for efficient backup procedures, trans
action files may be organised so that records can be acces
sed by key during enquiry and data capture. Some appli
cations imply requirements to accept transaction input but
to suspend the application of such transactions to the
master record until some specified condition is met.
In both cases the file organisation is similar. Trans
actions are accumulated in a separate transaction or
suspense file. Transactions which refer to a given master
record are associated with a change-header record which is
created in response to the arrival of the first of these trans
actions.
The design of the suspense file usually aims for the
retrieval of the change-header and all associated
transactions by as few disk accesses as possible. For exam
ple in a CODASYL data base, transaction records would be
members of a set with the change-header record as the
owner. The change-header would be located by a random
placement strategy using the key of the master record.
Members of the set would be located by a “place near
strategy” built into the data base management system.
Transaction records would thus normally end up on the
same data base page as the change-header.
Periodically a file maintenance operation updates
the master file with the contents of the transaction or
suspense file. In the case of a transaction file all trans
actions are applied and the file is reinitialised. In the case
of suspense files some transactions may not be eligible for
updating and these and their headers would remain in the
suspense file until the next update cycle.
Such transaction and suspense files are an explicit
feature of the application system design. They cater for
efficient backup procedures and make up-to-date infor
mation available at the extra cost of searching the auxil
iary file.
5.4

Differential Files
The differential file approach described in 4.5 may be
also implemented as part of the application system, rather
than as a modification to system software. The existence of
the differential file may remain transparent to most of the
application system by arranging for application programs to
access the data base by subroutine calls to a special access
module which searches and maintains the differential file.
6.

CONCLUSION
For information systems which are based on large
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data bases, file backup represents a significant issue in terms
of time and resource utilisation.
Solutions to the problems which arise may be found
amongst the approaches surveyed here. These approaches
differ from each other in many respects and the identifica
tion of the best solution for a given installation requires a
survey of the requirements and a careful evaluation of alter
nate techniques in light of data base and access character
istics, the hardware/software technology in use and organi
sational policies. It is often necessary to employ a combina
tion of techniques in order to achieve the desired result.
7.
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A Review of Data Base Query
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Generalised query languages are becoming more popular. This paper describes the features avail
able in query languages, and compares a number of these languages indicating whether they provide
the described features.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper the requirements of a generalised query
language are discussed paying attention to how various
query languages satisfy these requirements. The languages
discussed do not represent an exhaustive list, but were
selected to give a wide cross section of both commercial
products and experimental systems. Reference sources for
these query languages are quite varied, with a list of the
principal references for the languages being contained in
Figure 1.
The method adopted has been to describe the various
language features, and where possible, show a comparison
of the selected languages in a tabular form. Because every
effort has been made to assure consistency in these tables,
there are times when it has been necessary to use termin
ology other than that used by the language originator. For
example, while the word SORT is used in the table, Figure
23, a check will reveal that words such as SORT, RANK
and ORDER are used by different languages to describe
the sorting feature.
Where it has been established, either explicitly or
implicitly, that a feature exists in a particular language,
the word “yes” has been entered in the appropriate place
in the table, and when it appears that a feature does not
exist the word “no” will appear. The absence of either of
these indications means that no documentation can be
found containing details of that feature.
One problem encountered was caused by the fact that
there are discrepancies between the various reference
sources, and at times even within the same reference. An
extreme case occurs where the well-known authority, James
Martin (1975), infers that IQF does not have computational
ability, and then on the same page of the book states that
it does in fact provide this feature.
The term query language is used to describe one of
the end-user facilities which are often available in a DBMS.
These facilities are usually in the form of self-contained
systems, rather than following the DBTG approach of
using a host language.
Query languages have been in use for many years.
Some early languages such as SPECOL (Smith, 1968) and
473L (Barlow and Cease, 1975) were designed specifically
“Copyright © 1981, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

for use on serial files. However, the query languages dis
cussed here-in involve the use of random access files, and
are all self-contained. Some of the languages, such as
INQUIRE and MARK IV, are designed for use with file
management systems rather than with data base manage
ment systems.
The languages covered in this paper are briefly des
cribed, with more information about the languages being
contained in the discussion of the various language features.

1.1

ADASCRIPT

The query language supported by the adaptable data
base system (ADABAS) is ADASCRIPT. This language
permits the formation of queries in an English-like manner.

1.2

ALPHA

ALPHA is a non-inferential data sub-language based
directly on relational calculus. While it was designed as a
host language system, relying upon the host for a number
of its capabilities, it can also be used as a self-contained
system.
Date (1977) suggests that many users will require
their own special purpose languages appropriate to their
application area, rather than employing an ALPHA-like
language. However, ALPHA provides a common core of
features which will be required in some shape or form in
all such languages.
Olle (1974) throws some doubt as to the commercial
viability of ALPHA.

1.3

APPLE

APPLE permits users to formulate completely non
procedural queries, expressed solely in terms of attribute
names. It has been developed for users with minimal under
standing of the relational data model. The responsibility of
specifying access paths has been removed from the user,
and placed with the data base adminstrator.

1.4

ARPL

ARPL is a keyword oriented non-procedural language
which allows the user to specify a complex retrieval process
on any logically hierarchical data base, including the
CODASYL DBMS. Based upon a partially implemented sys
tem called DATAPLUS, it allows the user to delimit a hier
archical data base to a subset of that data base, apply
logical tests on the data base and to output values of com
plex retrieval functions whose definition is based upon data
stored in the data base.
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IDENTIFICATION (ACRONYM)

ORIGINATOR

PRINCIPAL REFERENCES

ADASCRIPT

Software A.G.

Sprawls, 1976
Tsichritzis and Lochovsky, 1977

ALPHA

IBM San Jose Research Laboratory

Codd, 1974; Date, 1977

ACCESS PATH PRODUCING LANGUAGE
(APPLE)

N’western University, Evanston
Illinois

Calson and Kaplan, 1976

Bell Telephone Laboratories

Heindel and Roberto, 1973

CONVERT

IBM San Jose Research Laboratory

Shu,et. al1975

DATA BASE /WAN AGEMENT SYSTEM
/NTERACTIVE QUERY (DBMSIQ)

Data General

Data General, 1980

DATA /WANAGEMENT
FACILITY (DMINQ)

Burroughs

Burroughs, 1977

Honeywell

Honeywell, 1977,1978, 1979

GENERALISED /NFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS)

IBM

CODASYL, 1971b

GENERALISED PLANNING SYSTEM (GPLAN)

Purdue University

Hasemann and Whinston, 1977
Swenson, 1973

INQUIRE

Data General

Data General, 1978

/NTERACTIVE QUERY FACILITY (IQF)

IBM

Haseman and Whinston, 1977

MANAGE/QUERY

Computer Sciences of Australia

Computer Sciences of Australia, 1977

/WONASH /NTERACTIVE NAVIGATIONAL
/ENQUIRY SYSTEM (MINES)

Monash University

Robinson, 1981

MARK IV

Informatics Inc.

Carter, 1975; CODASYL, 1971b

/VMCS /NFORMATION PROCESSING
(NIPS/FFS)

IBM and the National Military
Command System

CODASYL, 1971b

NAVIGATIONAL DSER’S LANGUAGE (NUL)

institut d’informatique, Namur,
Belgium

Dehenffe and Hennebert, 1976

QUERY/3000

Hewlett Packard

McIntyre, 1974; Hewlett-Packard, 1975

QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE

IBM Yorktown Heights Research
Laboratory

Zloof, 1977; Date, 1977

RAPID 4CCESS MANAGEMENT /NFORMATION
SYSTEM (RAMIS)

Mathematica

Gurr, 1975

REMOTE /NFORMATION QUERY SYSTEM
(RIQS)

N’western University, Evanston
Illinois

Mittman and Borman, 1975

RENDEZVOUS

IBM San Jose Research Laboratory

Codd, 1974

IBM San Jose Research Laboratory

Astrahan, et. al., 1975

SMART QGERY /NTERFACE FOR
RELATIONAL ALGEBRA (SQUIRAL)

University of Utah

Smith and Chang, 1975

SPECIFYING QDERIES /IS RELATIONAL
EXPRESSIONS (SQUARE)

IBM San Jose Research Laboratory

Boyce, et. al., 1974,1975

SYSTEM 2000

MRI Systems Corp.

Sprawls, 1976
Tsichritzis and Lochovsky, 1977

TIME SHARED DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (TDMS)

Systems Development Corporation

CODASYL, 1971b

A

RETRIEVAL PROCESS LANGUAGE (ARPL)

INQUIRY

DATA /WANAGEMENT -

STRUCTURED ENGLISH
(SEQUEL)

IV

(DM-IV)

QUERY

LANGUAGE

Figure 1. Query Languages

1.5

CONVERT
CONVERT is not a query language, rather it is a high
level non-procedural language providing very powerful and
highly flexible data restructuring capabilities. The language
144

is included in this survey because it has many of the
features found in query languages.

1.6

DBMSIQ
DBMSIQ is a query/report processor facilitating inter-
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active access to a Data General data base. The DBMS used
by Data General follows the CODASYL recommendation
in most respects, but imposes a number of restrictions
which are not found in CODASYL-style data bases.

1.7

DMINQ

DMINQ is the query language used with the
Burroughs DMSII system. Although DMSII uses a network
structure, it has not been implemented along CODASYL
lines. Burroughs claim that DMINQ is an on-line interactive
inquiry facility intended for programmer use, yet simple
enough for a non-programming user.

1.8

DM-IV

Honeywell’s DM-IV is a set of integrated software
products, which support concurrent access to shared IDSII
data bases, in both conversational and procedural modes. A
query and reporting processor offers data base retrieval and
report generating capabilities for satisfying ad hoc queries.

1.9

query for consistency, ambiguity and completeness, and
where necessary requests further information from the user.
The control program decides whether to pass the query to
the DBMS, or to invoke one of the applications packages.
The applications packages include simulation and optimisa
tion models, statistical packages and an administrative
report module.
INQUIRE is a query utility which enables the user to
access data in a file created by INFOS, which is Data Gen
eral’s file management system. This system has a number of
operational modes. One of these modes, the data base
access mode (DBAM), allows for a limited network struc
ture through the linking of indices at the various levels
of a multi-level index structure.

1.12 IQF
Information Management System (IMS) was released
by IBM in 1969. The IMS system provides for a hierarchi
cal data structure, whereby data from various files can be
interrelated from a logical point of view. The user’s inter
face with the IMS system is through Data Language/1
(DL/1), a host language system in which application pro
grams may be written in COBOL, PL/1 or assembler.
Although the IMS package does not provide for a
query language capability, a separate program product
known as Interactive Query Facility (IQF) provides this
capability for an IMS data base user.

1.13 MANAGE/QUERY
MANAGE/QUERY enables users to access data
stored in either a MANAGE, or an ALADIN, data base.
In Australia this system is only available through Com
puter Sciences of Australia’s time sharing system. This
English-like query language is designed for the non
programming user to obtain answers to specific questions
and to produce periodic reports. Through MANAGE/
QUERY, the user can access either a single record, or a
single structure, using commands which can be either
entered directly from a terminal keyboard and then exe
cuted, or commands which can be executed from a state
ment file. Although the basic storage structure used by
MANAGE is that of an indexed file, the language’s
ability to cross-reference records produces a structure
which closely resembles both the relational and network
data models.

GIS

GIS was developed by IBM in 1968 for the Depart
ment of Defence as a comprehensive information retrieval
system. It is a generalised self-contained system which can
interrogate and maintain arbitrary user files in response to
ad hoc requests. User files are identified to the system
through a special DDL. Requests for retrieval and update
are entered by the user via terminals. IBM is now market
ing the system as an IMS query language.

Based on RPG, MARK IV is a language which is used
to interrogate and update indexed sequential files. It pro
vides a powerful retrieval and reporting system, with em
phasis being placed on the ease by which the non
programming user can satisfy his ad hoc requirements.
System default conditions permit the user to specify a min
imum amount of information in order to make a query.

1.10 GPLAN

1.15 MINES

GPLAN is a CODASYL-like data management system
having both host language and self-contained capabilities.
The components of the system are shown in Figure 2. The
problem oriented query language consists of a basic query
language (BQL) which defines all those queries that can be
handled by the DBMS by itself. The BQL can be extended
by applications packages, or modules, which can be added
to the system as required. The query analyser checks the

MINES is a language which will allow the user to ob
tain data from a CODASYL-style data base without the
need for a special program written by a professional pro
grammer. Ten years after the Data Base Task Group
Report (Codasyl 1971a) there is still no specification of a
self-contained query language. The development of MINES
represents an attempt to fill the gap in the CODASYL
proposal.
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QUERY: “display all plumbers living in Malvern”
context?
S1: EMPLOYEE ST TOWN = ‘MALVERN’ AND HAVE
SKILL = QF1
QF1: SKILL ST CODE =‘PLUMBER’
S2: END
command?
PRINT S1 .NUMBER, SI .NAME
Figure 3. Example of NUL query

1.16 NIPS/FFS
NIPS/FFS is a self-contained system, with a two level
hierarchy, and some cross indexing. File definitions are
stored within each file to facilitate interrogation and up
dating.
1.17 NUL
NUL is a query language which tries to solve the
problems of easy navigation through network data base
structures. Queries are expressed in a non-procedural and
hierarchically structured fashion. The dialogue, as shown in
Figure 3, is split into two main parts: the system first asks
the user for a data context definition, then it asks for a
command to manipulate this context.
1.18 QUERY/3000
QUERY/3000 is a self-contained sub-system that
interfaces with Hewlett Packard’s IMAGE/3000 DBMS. By
entering English-like commands to QUERY/3000 the user
can access data in the data base. The user can specify the
information he wants by using logical boolean expressions
of key-value pairs. Users can write procedures, have them
executed, and, if desired have them stored for repeated use
at a later time.
1.19 QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE
QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE is a query language for use
by non-programming users who are querying a relational
data base. Users are provided with a screen display of a
relation skeleton. Queries are composed by filling in col
umns with literals, or with underlined examples which need
not actually appear in the data base. The user inserts “P” as
a prefix to any data item he wishes to be displayed. When
the query involves more than one relation an underlined
word is used as a linking variable between the relations.
Examples of the query process are given in Figure 4. The
system responds by displaying the appropriate data in the
relation skeleton. In addition to queries, query-by-example
can be used to actually define the data base and to update
the data base (insert, delete, amend and to define integrity
constraints).
1.20 RAMIS
RAMIS is a general purpose information processing
program with file maintenance and report generation facil
ities.
1.21 RENDEZVOUS
Many languages allow the user to express queries in
English-like notation, while other systems allow a form of
natural language. Most of these systems are based on the
unstated assumption that the user knows what he wants
146

and knows how to express his needs. Such an assumption is
not true for the casual user. Codd (1974) proposed seven
steps to arrive at viable support for casual user interaction.
They are:
1.
Select a simple data model.
2.
Select a high level logic as internal target.
3.
Introduce clarification dialogue of bounded scope.
4.
Introduce system re-statement of users query.
5.
Separate query formation from data base search.
6.
Employ multiple choice interrogation as fail-back.
7.
Provide a definitional capability.
Codd’s RENDEZVOUS, Figure 5, embodies these
seven steps. It analyses queries expressed in natural lang
uage by translating them into ALPHA so as to ensure that
the request has been unambiguously specified.
One feature of RENDEZVOUS which adds to its
power, but appears to detract from its use as a generalised
system is the fact that domains having few distinct values
have their values stored with the data base description so
that the system is able to recognise these values. For
example, in the dialogue shown in Figure 6, city names
such as “HOUSTON”, are handled in this manner.
1.22 RIQS
RIQS is used at Northwestern University, Illinois to
provide powerful storage, retrieval, analysis and reporting
capabilities for a number of data base applications. The
language is the result of combining a system called TRIAL,
and another system INFOL 2. TRIAL had been used by the
Social Science department for storage and retrieval of tex
tual information and statistical data. INFOL 2, based on
CDC’s INFOL was used by the Medical and Physical scien
tists for processing research data. In addition to the fea
tures of the two systems, RIQS also possesses computa
tional ability.
1.23 SEQUEL
The original version of SEQUEL was based upon, and
is essentially the same as, an earlier language called
Display the names of all suppliers located in Melbourne.
SNUMB

SNAME

CITY

P.SMITH

SNAME
JONES
BLAKE

Display the city of the supplier for part "PI".

SNUMB

SNAME

A

CITY

SNUMB

P.PERTH

Response:

A

PNUMB

QTY

PI

_______
CITY
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE

Figure 4. Query-By-Example
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■*

<

USER
<—

DIALOGUE
CONTROL

1.26 SYSTEM 2000
SYSTEM 2000 is essentially a self-contained system
for both batch and on-line usage, providing an English-like
interactive query language for the latter. The system was
developed by MRI Corporation as a general purpose data
base management system. The basic system provides a
comprehensive set of data base management capabilities
including the ability to define new data bases. Also inclu
ded is the ability to retrieve and update the values in these
data bases. While SYSTEM 2000 is based upon TDMS, it
does provide many improvements over that system.
1.27 TDMS
TDMS is a system, designed for interactive use by
non-programmers. It uses completely inverted hierarchical
file structures.

ANALYZER

<—

SYNTHESIZER

2.

1. User makes initial statement of his query (unrestricted
English).
2. System interrogates user about his query (to obtain infor
mation which is missing or hidden in language the system
does not understand, and to resolve ambiguities).
3. User responds to system interrogation.
4. System provides a re-statement of user’s query in system
English (in a very precise way, based on the n-ary rela
tional calculus).
Figure 5. RENDEZVOUS

SQUARE. SEQUEL is based on relational algebra, using
English keywords and a nested structure to achieve the
power of ALPHA without the use of quantifiers.
Although the original version of SEQUEL pre-dates
IBM’s long awaited SYSTEM-R, it will become the query
language for that system, when the system is eventually
released. Date (1977) discusses SYSTEM-R as if it were a
reality, however when queried in 1980, IBM representatives
in Melbourne did not appear to be aware of its existence.
The situation has been further clouded by IBM’s recent
announcement of a program product called Structured
Query Language/Data System (SQL/DS), where the SQL is
pronounced “sequel” (Codd, 1981). Despite denials by
IBM, some observers view SQL/DS as the rumoured
SYSTEM-R, but we may well have to wait until its release
in 1982 to determine the truth of the matter.
1.24 SQUARE
SQUARE is a set oriented data sub-language intended
for use in ad hoc problem solving by the non-programming
professional. Although based on the relational model, it
avoids the quantifiers and bound variables required by
languages based on the relational calculus. It is claimed by
its originators, that while having the advantage of relation
al calculus, SQUARE does not require a high degree of
mathematical sophistication on the part of the user. The
SQUARE user can view queries as a combination of table
lookups. Facilities for insertion, deletion and updating are
also available.
1.25 SQUIRAL
The basic idea of SQUIRAL is to employ automatic
programming techniques so that the interface analyses and
efficiently redefines the high level query specified by the
user.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

TASKS OF THE QUERY LANGUAGE USER
The user of a query language must perform certain
tasks. Shneiderman (1978) defines these tasks as learning,
composition, comprehension, debugging and modification.
The first task of the user is to learn the syntax and
the semantics of the language. The goal of the query lang
uage designer should be the production of a language which
is easy to learn. Unfortunately, often when a language is
easy to learn, it proves to be inadequate in its operation.
Another important aspect of learning, not addressed by
Shneiderman, is the necessity for the user to also have a
knowledge of both the structure and the semantics of the
data in the data base to be queried.
The user must be able to compose queries in the
language, and be able to comprehend queries written
either by himself or by someone else. In some cases, exis
ting queries will become the basis of new queries, neces
sitating that the user be able to comprehend queries which
already exist. Unfortunately it is often found that a lang
uage which is easy to learn makes the composition of use
ful queries difficult, and that easy-to-compose queries are
not always easy to comprehend.
The query language user must be able to debug quer
ies. The traditional methods of debugging applications pro
grams are not suited to query languages which require
novel debugging strategies. Users need to receive feedback

SYSTEM:

Please procede

USER:

Give me a list of the part numbers, quantities,
and suppliers of Houston parts

SYSTEM:

You are requesting (among other things) a
listing of quantities of parts. Do you want:
1. quantites on hand
2. quantities on order
3. quantities shipped?

USER:

1 want quantities on order

SYSTEM:

Finel Now, with regard to “Houston parts”,
do you mean:
1. parts supplied by Houston suppliers
2. parts supplied to Houston projects
3. parts associated with Houston in some other
way?

USER:

1 mean item 2

Figure 6. RENDEZVOUS Dialogue.
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Language

Debugging

Help
Facilities

Data
Dictionary

ADASCRIPT
ALPHA
APPLE
ARPL
CONVERT
DBMSIQ
DMINQ
DM-IV
GIS
GPLAN
INQUIRE
IQF
MANAGE/QUERY
MINES
MARK IV
NIPS/FFS
NUL
QUERY/3000
QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE
RAMIS
RENDEZVOUS
RIQS
SEQUEL
SQUARE
SQUIRAL
SYSTEM 2000
TDMS

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
possibly
no

no
no

yes
yes

yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

yes
yes

no
no

no

no
no

yes
yes

no
yes
yes

no
yes
yes

yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
no

yes

yes
no

Decomposition
of Commands

no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no

no
no
yes
partially

Why
Command
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Defined
Abbreviations

no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
no

Figure 7. User Aids

to determine if the semantics of their queries correspond
to their intentions. The development of new techniques for
debugging queries is an area where considerable research is
necessary.
The final task of the query language user is modifica
tion. There are times when a query language user may have
to modify a query, written by himself or others, due to
changes in management requirements.
3.

AIDS FOR THE QUERY LANGUAGE USER
The following aids for query language users are not all
absolutely essential in a query language, but they do make
life easier for the user. The languages incorporating some
of these features are shown in the table contained in Figure
7. Other features, such as simplicity, have been omitted be
cause classification depends upon a personal bias with
regard to whether or not these languages meet the require
ments.

HELP command can be of great assistance to the casual
data base user. When used, it can provide the user with in
formation about a particular command. A HELP command
is provided in the basic query language of GPLAN (Haseman and Whinston, 1977). This command displays the
syntax of commands, the descriptions of the commands
and then gives some examples of the use of the command.
Figure 8 shows an example of how the HELP command can
assist the user with information about the DELETE com
mand. If the full details are not required then a single por
tion can be requested individually by one of the following
methods:
SYNTAX <command>
DESCRIPTION <command>
EXAMPLES <command>
Languages which provide HELP facilities are listed in
Figure 7.
3.3

3.1

Debugging
The need for this feature has been covered in the
previous section on tasks of the query language user. Of
the languages covered in this paper, only GPLAN (Figure
2) and RENDEZVOUS (Figure 5) definitely provide this
feature. The method used in these two languages is similar,
in that both use a query analyser to check the query for
consistency, ambiguity and completeness. Where necessary
further information is obtained from the user. Tsichritzis
and Lochovsky (1977) suggest that debugging facilities are
also provided by SYSTEM 2000 but give no indication as
to how they have been implemented.
3.2

Help Facilities
Interactive programming systems often contain HELP
commands to give the programmer on-line instruction regar
ding the use of the various operating system commands.
This concept can be extended to query languages where the
148

Data Dictionary
According to Fry and Sibley (1976), the data diction-

HELP DELETE
Syntax:
DELETE ITEM

FOR CONDITION

Description:
Deletes every item from the system that contains the item
that satisfies the conditional. Should be used with extreme
caution! (It is recommended to perform a LIST first to see
what data will be deleted.)
Example:
DELETE ADO FOR RVID = 1 and RC1D = 14
Figure 8. GPLAN HELP Command
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dence. The languages providing data dictionary facilities are
listed in Figure 7.
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Figure 9. IDBPIC Output

ary is the version of the data definition that is readable by
humans. Consisting of an entry for every record, set and
data-item, the data dictionary is stored in the data base, and
can be accessed by the various users in an interactive
manner (Haseman and Whinston, 1977). It provides a narr
ative explanation of meaning of the data names, and the
data format, thus giving the user a precise definition of the
terms. This allows ad hoc users to browse through the
definitions to determine the correct data names.
It is pointed out by Fry and Sibley (1976) that it is
unrealistic for the user of an information retrieval system to
be expected to know the name of each record, set or dataitem. If such a system is not programmed to help users to
find these names, there may be no way for the user to
express any misgivings about the meaning of the names
used, or about the structure of the data. Information about
the file and field nameS is usually stored somewhere in the
computer, and it should be as easy to search and retrieve
this information, as it would the subject matter in the files.
Many retrieval systems are not programmed to permit sear
ching this naming type of information.
The National Central Bureau of Statistics in Sweden
use the ARKDABA system, which permits the user to
either ask for, or be supplied with automatically, details of
the schema definition (Sundgren, 1975). If the user has in
sufficient understanding of the data a tutorial sub system
can be invoked.
With some languages, such as MANAGE/QUERY, it is
necessary to exit from the query language in order to
invoke utilities which supply details about the data base.
Figure 9 gives an example of the output from the IDBPIC
utility, which I suspect merely displays files which were
previously created using the editor, rather than actually ex
tracting this information from a data dictionary.
Some DBMSs, which do not provide query language
facilities, do in fact have a data dictionary. For example,
IDMS (Kroenke, 1977) has a data dictionary system which
provides cross reference documentation about sets, records,
data items, subschemata and user programs. Not only is the
data dictionary useful for the implementation of query
languages, but it also helps in the achieving of data indepen
The Australian Computer Journal, Voi. 13, No. 4, November 1981

Simplicity
A query should be expressable in a form as simple as
possible, thus users should not be required to learn pro
gramming languages such as COBOL and FORTRAN (Hase
man and Whinston, 1976).
It has been pointed out by Kroenke (1977) that at
present the majority of data base tasks involve applica
tions programs, rather than query languages. There is the
perplexity that if a query language is simple enough to be
used it is not powerful enough to be useful, and if it is
powerful enough to be useful it is often too complex to be
used. This can be partly overcome by developing powerful
capabilities within a restricted function. Kroenke (1977)
believes the relational model to be much simpler from the
view-point of the user.
A query language should be easy to learn, however,
what constitutes being easy to learn depends upon psycho
logical issues. Shneiderman (1978) is of the opinion that
users who think verbally will prefer the keyword based
approach of SEQUEL, while those who can think in
abstract mathematical terms will prefer the mathematical
like positional notation of Query-By-Example. Carlson and
Kaplan (1976) suggest that their language, APPLE, is more
suited to the casual user than either SEQUEL or Query-ByExample.
The different ways in which people may view a lang
uage can be seen by the way that Date (1977) and Deen
(1977) discuss ALPHA in terms of simplicity and power
while Haseman and Whinston (1977) consider that the
language is too complex for most users.
3.5

Decomposition of Commands
From the point of view of the user it appears to be
useful to allow the decomposition of complex commands
into simple statements. This avoids the nesting of expres
sions, which may be undesirable for non-programming
users. NUL is one language which permits decomposition
of commands by the assignment of statement labels, as
shown in Figure 3. Other languages permitting decom
position of commands are listed in Figure 7.
3.6

Suitability of the Language for the User
Query language requirements differ considerably
from one user to another, therefore the query language
must allow for these differences. When the user does not
know the program he is dealing with, he cannot see the
logic behind the mysterious symbols he is sometimes
forced to use. Being unable to think in the language he is
given to work with, 'he cannot solve his own problems.
The natural result is for him to avoid use of the system
and to make the claim, very likely valid for him, that it
does not work. Tsichritzis and Lochovsky (1977)
suggest that language generators could be used to provide
different languages for different classes of user.
Suitability depends upon one’s point of view. Of the
languages surveyed, a number are inferred to be more
suitable for the user than any of the other languages.
3.7

Meaningful Error Messages
Because it is desirable to have error messages which
are as meaningful as possible, the length of such messa
ges can sometimes present problems. Hebditch (1972)
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Language

Single
Record

Record
Collection

Combination

ADASCRIPT
ALPHA
APPLE
ARPL
CONVERT
DBMSIQ
DMINQ
DM-IV
GIS
GPLAN
INQUIRE
IQF
MANAGE/QUERY
MINES
MARK IV
NIPS/FFS
NUL
QUERY/3000
QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE
RAMIS
RENDEZVOUS
RIQS
SEQUEL
SQUARE
SQUIRAL
SYSTEM 2000
TDMS

yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Quota

Grouping

yes

yes
yes

no
no
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

yes
no
no
no

T otal
Report
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
yes
yes

yes
no

yes
yes

no

yes
no

no
no

yes
yes
yes

yes

yes
yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
no

yes
yes
no

no
yes

Figure 10. Types of Retrieval

describes a language, not being one of the languages
reviewed in this paper, where a WHY command can be
used to prevent experienced operators, who are doing
familiar work, from becoming annoyed with long error
messages resulting from minor typing slips. The system
merely displays “ERROR” when an error occurs. If the
mistake is obvious the user can continue by retyping the
command, otherwise the WHY command can be used
to give a full description of the cause of the error. Of all
the languages covered, MINES is the only one to provide
this feature as shown in Figure 7.
3.8

Abbreviations
Some query language users prefer to be able to use
abbreviations rather than having to enter the full com
mand. This applies especially to those users with a pro
gramming background. Some languages provide systemdefined abbreviations, while some others allow the user to
define his own. Those languages permitting the user to
define his own abbreviations are listed in Figure 7.
4.
4.1

QUERY LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS
Retrieval
Retrieval, or interrogation, is the location of the data
base records using keys and qualifiers. The user provides the
query and the query language returns the required data.
Retrieval may be as simple as selecting a single record or as
extensive as selecting the entire data base. The various
types of retrieval are summarised in Figure 10.
4.7.7 Single Record Retrieval
Single record retrieval represents the ability to
retrieve a single record by access to a file based upon its
entry point (prime key attribute) and also the ability to
retrieve a single record by entering the data base at an entry
point and navigating to find the desired record.
Any query language capable of the next category of
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retrieval, record collection retrieval, can obviously retrieve
single records, however, in the table in Figure 10 “single
record” refers to entry point and simple navigational
retrieval.
4.1.2 Record Collection Retrieval
Record collection retrieval is based on conditional
and boolean operators. The user will retrieve a group of
records based on some criterion, such as selecting all
employees whose age is greater than 30, and who work in
the sales department.
4.1.3 Combination Retrieval
Combination is the result of using the output of one
query as the input for another. The term composition may
sometimes be used to describe this type of retrieval. Com
bination retrieval could involve finding the names of the
departments which have more than 30 employees, and then
displaying the department managers’ names.
4.1.4 Quota Retrieval
Quota retrieval is much like record collection
retrieval, except that the number of records to be displayed
is limited by the user.
4.1.5 Grouping
Grouping involves the collecting together of items
with a common domain value such as department number.
An example of grouping could be to display the names of
departments where the average annual salary is greater than
$15,000. In this type of query the employees are grouped
by department before the average can be taken.
4.1.6 Total Report
Total report is a listing of all information in the
file. This type of output is best suited to batch processing
but there is no reason why it can not be initiated inter
actively.
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Language

Update

Phonetic Bar
Search
Chart

ADASCRIPT
ALPHA
APPLE
ARPL
CONVERT
DBMSIQ
DMINQ
DM-IV
G1S
GPLAN
INQUIRE
IQF
MANAGE/QUERY
MINES
MARK IV
NIPS/FFS
NUL
QUERY/3000
QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE
RAMIS
RENDEZVOUS
RIQS
SEQUEL
SQUARE
SQU1RAL
SYSTEM 2000
TDMS

yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
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no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no

Graph
Plotti ng
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
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no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no

Figure 11. Query Language Functions

4.2

Update
Updating a data base is a process of changing the
value content of some portion of that data base. Update is
a process somewhat analogous to interrogation in that some
part of the data base must be selected. However, once that
part has been selected, it is then changed in some defined
way rather than being displayed as a report. Many query
languages can not only interrogate the data base, but can
also perform updating. The provision of update features in
a query language is often achieved in a rather clumsy man
ner, motivating Robinson’s (1975) statement that ALPHA’S
update functions “do not sit too easily on it”. In some
systems, such as SYSTEM 2000, updating is only permitted
in batch mode. Languages providing update facilities are
summarised in Figure 11.
While the first version of many languages, including
SEQUEL and Query-By-Example, did not provide updating,
later versions of these languages have incorporated this
feature. The ease of providing updating facilities is prob
ably the reason that many query languages have this
feature, but I believe that in the current climate, updating
by a query language in a multi-user environment is a danger
ous practice. One point to consider is that updating by a
query language may not satisfy audit requirements, or if it
does satisfy those requirements, it is highly likely that its
inclusion is more than a trivial task.
4.3

Phonetic Search
Phonetic searching permits retrieval of data on the
basis of sound patterns rather than actual spelling. Al
though in certain applications this capacity is useful, it
does increase the storage requirements because of the
need to include additional descriptors in the data base.
ADASCRIPT, the only language which appears to
have this feature requires that the field which will be used
for the phonetic search be defined at load time. The
method adopted by the ADABAS system has been simply
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

to drop the vowels and one letter of each double conson
ant. For example, “HILLS” becomes “HLS”. Hewes and
Stow (1965) describe a method of phonetic search which
should achieve better results than those obtainable by
ADABAS.
4.4

Graphics
Some query languages provide the ability to produce
graphs and bar charts. Figure 11 shows which languages
provide these features.
4.5

Boolean Operators
Several conditions may be combined by means of
boolean operators. Usually some form of precedence rules
apply to these operators, e.g., AND has precedence over
OR. This order of precedence may be changed by the use of
parentheses. The availability of boolean operators is sum
marised in Figure 12.
4.6

Conditional Operators
Six standard conditional operators are used for
testing the values of data items. They are less than, greater
than, equal, not equal, less than or equal, and greater than
or equal. These operators, usually used in conjunction with
WHERE or IF, are referred to as relational operators in
most FORTRAN manuals, and also the CODASYL feature
analysis (CODASYL, 1971b). However, the term condit
ional operators is used in preference to relational operators
in order to distinguish them from those operators used for
the manipulation of relations.
Some languages provide “don’t care” characters for
use when matching on character strings. Other languages
provide a range test on data items, however the languages
which don’t provide these feature can usually achieve the
same effect by alternate means. Still others will have an
existence condition which will check the presence or
absence of a value in an instance of a data item. Details of
those languages providing conditional operators can be
found in Figure 13.
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4.8

Arithmetic Operators
Arithmetic operators are provided in many languages
so that the user has computational ability. Another use of
such operators is to extend the scope of the selection cri
teria. Languages providing these operators are shown in
Figure 15, however, the use of parentheses, as shown in
this figure, can also apply to boolean operators.
4.9
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Statistical Functions
To assist the query language user by extending the
query facilities, built-in statistical functions are often pro
vided. A comparison of the types of functions that are
available is given in Figure 16. In some languages, the name
of the function may differ from those in the figure, and in
some instances the functions may be combined. For
example, in GPLAN all the functions are combined into
the STAT function. Similarly, in MINES, the COUNT and
AVERAGE functions are combined with the SUM
function.
4.10 Mathematical Functions
Although mathematical functions are not an essential
feature of a query language, they can be found in a number
of langauges, as shown in Figure 17.
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yes
yes

5.

Figure 13. Conditional Operators

4.7

Relational Operators
Relational operators include selection, projection,
join and division, plus the set operators intersect, union and
difference. Many languages provide the equivalent of these
features in some form or other, a summary of these being
contained in Figure 14.
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TYPE OF DIALOGUE
The type of dialogue by which the user actually com
municates with the data base system is extremely impor
tant. It should be chosen to reflect the background of the
user. For example, casual users will usually require an
English-like dialogue, while dedicated users may become
frustrated by the verbosity of such a language, and prefer a
language based upon mnemonics.
Martin (1972) identifies and describes twelve
different approaches to man/machine dialogue. The more
important of these approaches from the point of implemen-
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Figure 14. Relational Operators
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Figure 17. Mathematical Functions
Figure 15. Arithmetic Operators

ting query languages, are discussed here-in.The type of dia
logue used by the various query languages is shown in
Figure 18.

different form of man-computer dialogue, especially where
data base is concerned.
5.2

5.1

Programming Languages
Most terminal users are not programmers, yet most
interactive languages to date require an aptitude to
programming. Rather than expecting these persons to use
interactive languages such as BASIC there is a need for a
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Natural Language Dialogue
It is often argued that because most query language
users are competent in using a natural language such as
English, that it would be the ideal language for data base
interaction. Natural language dialogue eliminates the need
for the user to learn the syntax of a language. It gives an
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Figure 16. Statistical Functions
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illusion of unlimited machine intelligence, and according to
Shneiderman (1978) it inhibits careful thinking on the part
of the user. Just because users know the natural language
syntax, does not ensure that they know the semantics of
the query language or the semantics of the data that are
stored in the data base. In an experiment Shneiderman
(1978) compared natural and artificial language queries and
found that natural language users made significantly more
invalid queries than those using artificial languages.
Sundgren (1975) suggests that complex decision
problems may need to be expressed with great logical
precision, and that this is not characteristic of natural lang
uages. Natural languages can present problems due to the
unrealistic expectations of the user who might ask “How
can I improve profits?” The ambiguities of English syntax
and the overheads associated with natural language are
other potential problem areas.
Martin (1972) cautions that while exploration of nat
ural language in the research laboratories deserves the max
imum encouragement, the commercial systems analyst
should steer clear of any temptations luring him into this
quagmire.
5.3

Limited English Input
Many systems which claim to be using natural lang
uage are in fact using a form of limited English input where
restrictions are placed on the language syntax and also the
vocabulary.
Sometimes null (“noise”) words may be permitted to
pad out the sentence, making the input resemble English.
This could lead to problems for queries such as "LIST ALL
BRANCH MANAGERS WITH POLICE CONVICTIONS”.
It is possible that POLICE CONVICTIONS might not be
contained in the data dictionary, resulting in a list which
contained ALL BRANCH MANAGERS!
5.4

Dialogue Using Mnemonics
The use of mnemonics usually occurs with dedicated
operators of the type often found in a special purpose
application such as an air-line reservation system, there
fore such a method is unlikely to be found in generalised
query systems.
5.5

Dialogue Using Symbols
While Martin did not include this category in his list
of dialogue types, there are languages which require the use
of symbols in the expression of queries. Relational calculus,
and also languages derived from it, such as SQUARE, make
use of symbols.
5.6

Program-like Statements
Program-like statements are a variation of the use of
mnemonics. In this case the mnemonics are written in a
form that closely resembles a computer program.
5.7

Computer-initiated Dialogue
The forms of dialogue covered so far have all been
user initiated. One way of simplifying the learning process
for a language is to have the computer initiate the dialogue.
Dialogue, in the form of menu selection, may be very
time consuming. The major draw-back of this approach is
that, because of the small number of options that are avail
able, users may have their abilities restricted by the short
sightedness of the language designer.
1 54

5.8

Form Filling
Form filling is a type of computer initiated dialogue.
The user is presented with a display which has blanks which
are to be filled in.
5.9

Hybrid Dialogue
The majority of dialogues are either completely com
puter initiated or entirely user initiated, however, some
dialogues are a mixture of the two.
6.
6.1

ASPECTS OF QUERY LANGUAGES
Real World or Computer Oriented
In the opinion of Sundgren (1975) current query
languages are not real world oriented. For a language to be
reality oriented, the user should be able to communicate
directly with the data base in terms of his own mental con
ception of the slice of reality about which his world
revolves. The economist will view data differently from the
sociologist, and most likely neither will view data in terms
of chains, trees or networks.
6.2

Transportability
A characteristic of any new industry is bound to be a
lack of standardisation among the products of different
manufacturers. As an industry that is still in its infancy, in
spite of progress and rate of change in recent years, the
computer field has suffered from this problem. While a
reasonable standard definition has been achieved for higher
level languages such as FORTRAN and COBOL, which are
available on many different computers, other languages
differ widely from one computer to another.
If a query language is to be transportable it must be
written in a high level language. Further, the query language
must be written with transportability in mind, by avoiding
machine dependent code. If such machine dependent code
is unavoidable, then this code should be restricted to clearly
defined modules. Swenson (1973) points out that systems
Language
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Figure 18. Type of Dialogue
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Figure 19. Computer Hardware

tend to become machine dependent rather rapidly because
of the amount of software and the' number of software
interfaces that have to be implemented on specific hard
ware.
Figure 19 shows the hardware on which the various
languages have been implemented. While not the only
criteria, those languages which have been implemented on
more than one manufacturers’ hardware could be consid
ered to be transportable.
Degree of Procedurality
Specification, or non-procedural languages, describe
what is to happen rather than the steps necessary for it to
occur. Specification languages are generally easier to use
than procedure oriented languages, but are sometimes
limited in their capabilities. Davies (1974) suggests that
because of these limitations it is desirable to have some
procedural capabilities built into the language as well.
A similar view is put forward by Sundgren (1975)
who asks “in what situations and to what degree should a
data base interrogation language be non-procedural and
when is a more procedural language more efficient from
the interactor’s point of view?” He points out that the
DBTG found it unrealistic to require that it should be
possible to express non-parametric information needs in a
non-procedural way, and that the parametric approach
caters for only a low number of pre-defined needs, thus
only a small percentage of data base information is
readily available to the user.
There are high overheads associated with the use of
non-procedural query languages, but this is to some extent
off-set by the ease of getting the program working as
opposed to using a more procedural language. The
FORTRAN program in Figure 20a was written to illustrate
this point. Although it is a trivial program it took one hour
and 44 minutes of my time, plus 13 minutes and 48
seconds of elapsed computer time on a HP2100A to
produce a working program. On the other hand the MINES
commands in Figure 20b took five minutes and 24 seconds
to enter and to produce results.
According to Olle (1974), the terms procedural and
non-procedural are undefinable in that they are two undefinable points on the procedurality spectrum. Because of

(a)

FTN4,L
PROGRAM DEMO
COMMON 1ERR,KEY(2),IREC,PRKEY,ISCH,MEM(1800)
LOGICAL ERR
DIMENSION NAME(12), IAGNT(12)
ISCH = 2HZ2
CALL INVKE(1800)
CALL UWA(5,NAME)
CALL UWA(7,IAGNT)
CALL OPEN(O)
WRITE (6,99)
99 FORMAT 1 HI.34X,12HAGENT REPORT//)
WRITE (6,98)
98 FORMAT(20H AGENT ID
*
20HINITIALS
*
20HSURNAME
*
20HCOMMISSION CODE
,/)
IFLAG = 0
10 IAREA = 2HA3
KR EC = 7
CALL FEACH(IAREA,KREC,IFLAG)
IF (ERR(JERR)) GO TO 90
CALL GET
CALL FOWN(60)
CALL GET
WRITE (6,97) IAGNT(1), IAGNT(6), IAGNT{7), NAME,
I AGNT(9)
97 FORMAT(l9,11X,2A2,16X,12A2,110)
IFLAG = 1
GO TO 10
90 CALL CLOSE(O)
STOP
END
END$

6.3
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(b)
:PR,MINES
SCHEMA Z2.
1.1 l-O-MODE 3.
1.2 HEADING “AGENT REPORT”.
1.3 SET.
1.4 FIND NEXT AGENTS.
1.5 FIND OWNER AGENT-NAME.
1.6 TABULATE AGENT-ID INITIALS-A SURNAME-REC
COMMISSION-CODE.
1.7 REPEAT.
DO PART 1.
BYE.
Figure 20. (a) FORTRAN DML PROGRAM, (b) MINES Commands
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LESS
A
........... RENDEZVOUS
............MARK IV, NIPS/FSS
............SQUARE, SEQUEL, Query-by-example, SYSTEM 2000,
SQUIRAL
........... GPLAN, RAMIS, ADASCRIPT, MANAGE/QUERY, IQF,
GIS
........... MINES, RIQS
........... DMINQ
........... QUERY 3000
........... INQUIRE
............ALPHA
............CODASYL DML
............COBOL, FORTRAN
........... ASSEMBLER
V
MORE
Figure 21. Procedurality Spectrum

this, we should talk of more procedural, or less procedural.
COBOL is less procedural than assembly language, but, is
more procedural than query languages such as SEQUEL or
even MINES. Olle’s definition of “less procedural” implies
ease of writing, whereas “more procedural” implies more
user writing to specify some process. Figure 21 shows the
procedurality spectrum.
6.4

Security
When all data is integrated in a company-wide DBMS
and is readily available through either programming or ad
hoc query languages, the ability to penetrate the security
obviously increases (Sibley, 1976).
In the opinion of Huhn (1974), query languages
create additional security problems over and above those
which exist with host language programs. He suggests that
the security can be built into the inquiry software and
offers suggestions such as restricting certain types of queries
to specific terminals and maintaining user IDs for various
types of query. Huhn states that it is clear that considerably
more work must be done in the area because of the
problem of data base security.
Often the level of security available with a query lang
uage is governed by the privacy controls available in the
DBMS, however, some systems, such as DMINQ, rely only
upon the file security built into the operating system.
DMINQ provides “own code” facilities in the DML to limit
access to data. Systems such as ADABAS and Honeywell’s
DM-IV provide an encipher/decipher feature to prevent
illegal browsing of the data in the data base. Details of
security features of languages are shown in Figure 22.
6.5

Relational Completeness
A modern data base management system should be
capable of responding to any new unanticipated query in a
reasonably uniform time without impacting previously
written queries. Further, according to Haseman and
Whinston (1976) all legitimate data and data relationships
should be accessible using the operators defined for the
query language. Such a language which enables the user to
express any query whose answer is semantically contained
in the data base is said to be relationally complete. Date’s
(1977) definition of relational completeness is more res
trictive, interpreting it to mean that the required data can
be retrieved by means of a single self-contained request.
Relational algebra and relational calculus are relationally
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Figure 22. Language Features

complete, consequently the relational data languages can be
said to be complete.
While it can be seen that relational completeness is
desirable, Shneiderman (1978) is of the opinion that many
queries with a relationally complete language are extremely
difficult to compose or comprehend as few people have a
full understanding of first order predicate calculus. In addit
ion many simple-to-understand queries which are easy to
express, are outside the bounds of relational completeness.
For example, the task of finding the shortest path between
two remote cities, using a table of distances between
adjacent cities, is not simply expressible in relational
calculus.
Relationally complete languages are listed in Figure
22.
6.6

Extendability of Language
A query language should be easily extendable to
allow for special purpose library functions to be incorpora
ted (Shneiderman, 1978; Haseman and Whinston, 1976).
Query languages also need the ability to define and use
additional routines of arbitrary complexity using a high
level language. A further method of extending the scope of
the language is to use extraction files, so that data retrieved
as the result of a query can be used as input to other pro
grams without necessitating any further data preparation
(Swenson, 1973). Figure 22 shows those languages which
are extendable by any or all of these methods.
6.7

User Knowledge
Ther? is growing interest in the development of the
casual user interface. Some DBMSs already provide good
languages for the non-programmer who is willing to learn a
few rules (Fry and Sibley, 1976).
Carlson and Kaplan (1976) express the opinion that
users of ALPHA require a knowledge of mathematical no
tation, SEQUEL requires a knowledge of the concept of
navigation across the boundaries of relations, and QueryThe Australian Computer Journal, Voi. 13, No. 4, November 1981
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Figure 23. Output Formatting

By-Example requires a knowledge of the semantics of an
“Example element” particularly when used to invoke a
linking mechanism between relations, while APPLE re
quires a minimal understanding of the relational model.
In many cases the user will need some concept of the
available paths and a realisation of the fact that if multiple
paths exist they do not necessarily produce the same
results. In APPLE it is the responsibility of the data base
administrator, rather than the user, to determine the access
paths.
No matter which language we consider, the user must
have some knowledge. Even with RENDEZVOUS, the
language which probably demands the least of the user,
Codd (1974) assumes the user has an adequate Idea of what
each relation name and attribute denotes, but does not
need to be familiar with relational concepts.
6.8

Relevance of Information Retrieved
In many applications it is desirable to provide the
user with more information than is actually necessary to
answer his query. Haywood (1972) points out that the ad
vantage of this approach is that the user need only input
a simple key to retrieve any aspect of a single record, thus
simplifying the language interface between the terminal and
the data base. Providing more complete information
pertaining to a particular key than is immediately necessary
reduces the probability of subsequent access to the same
data set. However, it also has the disadvantage of the extra
cost of retrieving and transmitting irrelevant information
which then has to be interpreted by the terminal user. It is
desirable that a compromise should be adopted between the
two extremes of supplying either too little or too much
information in response to a query.
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6.9

Output Formatting
The final step in handling a query is the actual out
put. Some systems allow the user to specify the title and
positions in which data is to be displayed. Other systems
automatically generate the report in a standard format,
relieving the user of considerable effort. Output is some
times performed by a separate report program rather than
by the query language.
Sundgren (1975) expresses the opinion that with
most languages the output specification is largely proced
ural, and raises the question as to whether in the future it
will be possible to produce algorithms which will produce
output without any explicit specification. He points out
that future data bases will contain descriptions of them
selves making the implicit formatting of reports feasible.
Some of the output formatting features are summarised
in Figure 23.
6.10 Estimate of Timing
Haywood (1972) points out that where the infor
mation requested is simply a single data item or record the
access times are a simple function of the file structures.
However, in many cases information which management
requires is statistical in nature, involving data from more
than one data set. For example, a manager in an insur
ance office may wish to know how many claims for
storm damage with a sum insured of over $10,000 have
been received from a particular locality over the last six
months. Such an ad hoc query may involve extensive file
searching involving fairly complex file structures.
Bottlenecks can occur in the retrieval system where
there are several terminals using the same data base for ad
hoc queries. It may be necessary to restrict the range of
queries allowed in an on-line environment such that the
response time of the system does not rise to intolerable
levels. Users specifying queries necessitating extensive
file searches should be warned by the system. If, after
the warning, the user still requires the query to be exe
cuted, it should be automatically run in batch mode when
the on-line system is not in operation.
6.11 Deductive Capability
Using deductive capabilities a query language may be
used to extract information that is not explicitly stored in
the data base, but that can be inferred by combining
specific facts with coded assertions (Kellog, Klahr and
Travis, 1977). The ability to provide this capability is desir
able but, because of implementation problems such systems
are at present only found in research establishments.
Meadow (1970) points out the difficulty confronting the
query language implementor is that computer programs
lack inference drawing capability, thus cannot express orig
inal ideas. Many of today’s sytems, such as GPLAN, employ
combinations of information retrieval and simulation.
6.12 Indirect and Direct Modes
A number of query languages provide two modes of
operation; direct and indirect. In the direct mode, instruc
tions are executed immediately they are entered, which
makes this mode suitable for browsing through the data
base. The indirect mode is more suited to work of a repet
itive nature where instructions are stored in a file and they
may be executed as often as required. Indirect and direct
modes may usually be inter-mixed. Reference to Figure 24
will reveal those languages which provide direct and indirect
modes of operation.
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Language
ADASCRIPT
ALPHA
APPLE
ARPL
CONVERT
DBMSIQ
DMINQ
DM-IV
GIS
GPLAN
INQUIRE
IQF
MANAGE/QUERY
MINES
MARK IV
NIPS/FFS
NUL
QUERY/3000
QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE
RAMIS
RENDEZVOUS
RIQS
SEQUEL
SQUARE
SQUIRAL
SYSTEM 2000
TDMS

Direct/
Indirect

Browsing

Batch of
Interactive

yes
yes
interactive
yes

interactive
both
both

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

both
batch only
interactive
both

yes
yes

both
yes

both
interactive

yes

both

yes

Language

Data Structure

Complex
Queries

ADASCRIPT
ALPHA
APPLE
ARPL
CONVERT
DBMSIQ
DMINQ
DM-IV
GPLAN
GIS
INQUIRE
IQF
MANAGE/QUERY
MINES
MARK IV
NIPS/FFS
NUL
QUERY/3000
QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE
RAMIS
RENDEZVOUS
RIQS
SEQUEL
SQUARE
SQUIRAL
SYSTEM 2000
TDMS

INVERTED
RELATIONAL
RELATIONAL
HIERARCHICAL
HIERARCHICAL
NETWORK
NETWORK
NETWORK
NETWORK
INDEXED SEQUENTIAL
INDEXED RANDOM
INDEXED SEQUENTIAL
INDEXED
NETWORK
INDEXED SEQUENTIAL
INDEXED SEQUENTIAL
NETWORK
NETWORK
RELATIONAL
HIERARCHICAL
RELATIONAL
INVERTED
RELATIONAL
RELATIONAL
RELATIONAL
HIERARCHICAL
HIERARCHICAL

yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no

Figure 24. Language Features

Figure 25. Data Structures and Complex Queries

6.13 Heuristic Searches (Browsing)
The aim of a heuristic search is to obtain results
which are dynamically dependent on the data present in the
data base. While this ability may be built into the query
language, it is usually provided by permitting the user to
browse through the data base on a trial and error basis.
Figure 24 lists those languages which permit browsing by
the user.

relational operators. Reference to the tables in Figure 10
and Figures 13 through to 15 will reveal that none of the
languages surveyed include all apsects of these features,
however a number of languages, as shown in Figure 25,
do permit reasonably complex queries to be undertaken.

6.14 Batch/Interactive
Some query languages are designed for batch use, but
most are designed to be used interactively. A number of
languages will function in either mode as shown in Figure
24.
6.15 DATA STRUCTURES AND COMPLEX QUERIES
While most queries will be fairly simple in practice, a
query language should allow the user to ask complex ques
tions. Queries should not be restricted to a single hierarchi
cal path, or to flat files, as is the case with a number of
languages. This form of restriction can stem from the
underlying data structure, or from language constructs
which restrict the user’s view of the data. It could be con
sidered that those languages based upon a heirarchical data
structure do not have the potential for complex queries,
while those based upon relational concepts do indeed have
this potential. Other data structures are not so clear cut:
ADASCRIPT which is based on an inverted structure has
the capability of performing complex queries, while RIQS,
also based upon an inverted structure does not have this
capacity.
Apart from the data structure, the ability to handle
complex queries depends upon a number of factors dis
cussed throughout this chapter: the most important of
these factors being relational completeness. The other fac
tors include record collection retrieval, together with the
ability to handle arithmetic, boolean, conditional and
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ABOUT THIS ISSUE
The present special issue was edited by Tony Montgomery of Monash University, who is well known
to readers of the Journal as my predecessor in the job of Editor. A large number of papers were received in
response to our call for material, and from these six were selected by the Guest Editor to make up the 52
pages allocated to this issue, with particular attention being paid to material describing work in the Austra
lian computing industry. Regrettably, much publishable material had to be excluded from the issue owing
to page limitations, and will have to gradually appear over 1982. We are grateful to the authors for their
interest, and to the Guest Editor for his time and effort.
NEXT SPECIAL ISSUE
The Australian Computer Journal will publish a special issue on Software Engineering in May 1982.
Research Papers, Tutorial Articles, Industry Case Studies and other types of material on the subject are
welcome. Both full papers and short communications will be considered. Material should be submitted to
the Guest Editor for the issue at the following address:
Professor P.C. Poole, Guest Editor,
ACJ Special Issue on Software Engineering,
Department of Computer Science,
University of Melbourne,
Parkville, Vic, 3052, Australia.
Due date for full papers, complete with diagrams, authors’ biography and other subsidiary material,
is 1 February 1982, and short papers are due by 15 February.
CHANGE IN EDITORSHIP
The present Editor will be relinquishing his office in December 1981 to go overseas, and Dr. John
Lions of the University of New South Wales will become the next Editor. Henceforth all material for
publication should be sent to:
ACJ Editor,
c/- PO Box N26,
Grosvenor Street,
Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia.
Material currently under consideration will be forwarded to the Sydney office and authors should
suffer no undue inconvenience.
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(Continued from page i)
conference will be held at Wrest Point and the University of
Tasmania, both venues being fairly close to the exhibition
halls.
For details regarding the exhibition, contact Riddell
Exhibition Promotions Pty Ltd, 166 Albert Road, South
Melbourne, 3205. (03) 699-1066.

any of these areas, but papers on new user experiences and
new techniques and practices were also welcomed, he said.
People wishing to submit papers for either the main
conference or the schools symposium should write to the
papers committee, at PO Box 216, Sandy Bay, Tasmania,
7005.

MEMORY DIALER
A telephone “memory dialer” has been launched on
the Australian market.
The Alpha 1, by Interquartz, is designed for any tele
phone set, at home or in the office or can be operated
through a PABX system.
It makes phone dialing sure and simple — as simple as
pushing a single button.
The Alpha 1 stores more phone numbers than any
other machine on the market. It memorises 28 phone num
bers in addition to 50 plus name/phone number pairs which
meets the needs of most businessmen or householders.
The memory dialer stores and dials telephone num
bers of up to 16 digits which is ideal for overseas phone
numbers.
A fluorescent read-out screen shows alphabets and
numbers and communicates with the user by 14 different
messages.
This screen “searches" for names and telephone num
bers and instantly advises which button to push.
The system, which incorporates a digital clock
features an automatic audio signal and message on the read
out screen to remind the user when to redial a number.
Useful for calculating the cost of long-distance calls is
the elapse timer.
It also features push button dialing if the number you
are calling has not been programmed into the memory
bank.
The Interquartz Alpha I is available throughout Aust
ralia from Dataprint Pty Ltd, and Barbright Australia Pty
Ltd, Melbourne. It is 33cm long, 20cm wide and stands
8cm high. It is designed as a rest for a standard telephone
unit.

CALL FOR PAPERS
A call for papers has been issued by the organisers of
the Ninth Australian Computer Conference, to be held in
Hobart next year.
The chairman of the organising committee, Mr Tony
Haigh, of Hobart, said today intending authors were being
asked to nominate the title of their paper by 31 December.
The conference, with the theme Native Technology,
is to be held from 23-27 August.
Papers are also being called for a schools symposium,
being held in conjunction with the main conference, with
the title Students, Teachers, Computers.
Mr. Haigh said it had been four years since the last
national conference was held, and there had been tremen
dous developments in technology in that time.
Areas to be covered included security and computer
crime, data communications, satellites and Telecom, com
puters in Government, social issues and technological
change, robotics, the software and hardware industries, and
computers in medical and health services.
Intending authors were invited to nominate papers in
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 13, No. 4, November 1981

Super Instructor 80 with 12K Basic in ROM plus 16K RAM.

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY TAKES ON
THE BIG BOYS
Applied Technology, Pymble NSW, pioneer in the
Australian personal computing field, has formulated a
number of ‘package deal’ systems, tailored to meet the
needs of the expanding personal computing market.
The heart of all these systems is the now famous
DGZ80 single board S100/Z80 computer. With over 1000
DGZ80 systems now in use, Applied Technology can claim
to have the most popular S100/Z80 kit on the Australian
market. They have found wide acceptance in universities,
schools, technical colleges and industry. Customers include
computer companies such as IBM and ICL as well as
Departments of Defence, CSIRO and Telecom. The
DGZ80 offers a combination of features which really put
it in a class of its own. It has 2K on-board ROM, 2K on
board RAM, Zilog PIO and CTC, power-on-jump, and is
supported with a super powerful monitor programme
(DGOS) in ROM.
Applied Technology’s ‘base system’ is their Super
Instructor 80. It includes the DGZ80, the MW640 VDU and
Keyboard. The VDU is memory mapped, with a 64
character by 16 line format and has upper and lower case.
Printer port and elaborate I/O facilities are available.
Expansion is ‘free’ in that the system is SI00 right from the
start.
The base system has been taken a step further with
the addition of their ‘Basic 80’ pack. This includes Micro
world Basic in ROM and 16K of RAM.

COLOUR MATCH COMPUTER A FIRST
A new colour control system, the first of its kind to
be used for Masterbatch colour selection in Australia, has
been purchased by Hoechst Australia Limited.
Hi

Storage Technology Peripherals Corporation is the
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) development and
marketing subsidiary of Storage Technology Corporation
of Louisville, Colorado, USA.
Storage Technology produces computer data storage
subsystems, high-speed printers, and telecommunications
products.

FIBRE OPTICS COMMUNICATIONS
INTERFACE

Mr Tim Boyce, TSL Pigments, Hoechst Altona tries out the new
colour control system.

The machine is valued at $75,000 and has been instal
led in the TSL Pigments Laboratory at the Hoechst plant in
Altona. This innovative computer will match colours and
formulate colourants according to specified components
and it will correct production batches to standard colours.
The use of this computer will supersede colour selec
tion processes currently used, thus making available to
Hoechst customers a more efficient and highly accurate
colour matching system. The computer is an integral part
of the formulation and matching service for Remafin*
Masterbatches offered by Hoechst.
The computer was supplied by Applied Color Sys
tems Inc. of New Jersey, USA. Mr Max Hall, Marketing
Manager of R and D Instruments, who market the
computer in Australia, supplied the following technical
details.
Computer Hardware — Digital Equipment Corpora
tion processor PD11/03L with RL01 hard disc storage
VT100 video terminal LAI20 line printer. Interfaced to
the processor is an Applied Colour Systems Spectro-sensor
which is the measuring instrument used to gauge the colour
of the standards and samples so that colour matching for
mulas can be predicted.
The Hewlett Packard X/Y plotter is used as a periph
eral to plot raw spectral data.

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
ANNOUNCES OEM AGREEMENT WITH
NCR CORPORATION
Storage Technology Peripherals Corporation has an
nounced that it has signed a three-year, multimillion dollar
contract to supply tape subsystems to NCR Corporation, of
Dayton, Ohio.
NCR will use the tape subsystems in conjunction with
their 8000-series central processor units. The computer
company evaluated Storage Technology’s tape subsystems
for over a year before executing the contract.
Storage Technology Corporation has been delivering
other tape subsystems to NCR micrographics since 1978,
as a component of NCR’s computer output microfilm
systems. Storage Technology Peripherals Corporation will
continue to supply NCR with those units under the new
contract.
/V

Perkin-Elmer Data Systems announces a new com
munications interface for use with the firms 32-bit
Megamini computer systems and RS-232 interfaced devices.
The Single Channel Fibre Optic Converter provides an
effective solution for connecting remote RS-232 devices to
Perkin-Elmer computer systems in environments where
standard wire links would be unreliable, and security is a
requirement. The converter supports full duplex asynchro
nous data communications transmission speeds of up to
19.2K band over a fibre optic cable at distances up to one
kilometre.
Fibre Optics provide a viable communications
solution where problems such as corrosive and explosive
atmospheres, or electrical interference, exist between the
host computer and remote RS-232 devices.

PORTABLE PROGRAMMABLE POWERLINE
DISTURBANCE MONITOR
The Model 3600 portable powerline disturbance
monitor from Franklin Electric, Dandenong, Victoria, in
corporates dual microprocessors and 10K of memory.
Designed to provide the ultimate in sophisticated line
monitoring, it features a high degree of flexibility and ease
of operation.
The 3600 detects, classifies and measures amplitude
and duration of under and over-voltages, noise pulses which
exceed operator-determined thresholds and under or over
frequency conditions. Standard features include: alpha
numeric printout; simultaneous monitoring of three AC
phases and one DC channel; Keyboard entry of parameters;
LED display of settings, inputs and clock; built in test
facility; RS232 interface with selectable baud rate; internal
uninterrupted power supply; Post Threshold Tracking; auto
and manually initiated status printout; ‘Standby’ mode for
portability without resetting; rugged briefcase pack - com
plete unit weighs less than 10 kg. Factor options available.
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Pinpoint power
problems ...
fast!

oiivimro
ON COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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Large range of peripherals & software at

DIRECT IMPORT PRICES
Own a TRS 80? You can still SAVE

on

programs and hardware.

DICK SMITH

ELECTRONICS
Sydney
Broadway
Chuliora
Gore Hill
Parramatta
North Ryde
Brookvale

290 3377
211 3777
642 8922
439 5311
683 1133
B88 3200
93 0441

Wollongong
Blakehurst
Auburn
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Richmond
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Buranda

28 3800
546 7744
648 0558
67 9834
428 1614
547 0522
391 6233

Chermside
Fyshwich
Adelaide
Perth
Cannington

59 6255
80 4944
212 1962
328 6944

Newcastle
(Opening Soon)

Portable Model 3600 Powerline Disturbance
Monitor can track three AC phases and one
DC Channel simultaneously, for fluctuations
likely tocause problems in sensitive equip
ment. Push button keyboard for programming
parameters . . LED display .. Large thermal
print out tape.. RS232 interface .. all mounted
in shock protected briefcase.

Franklin Electric
Victoria Tel: (03) 792 9431. Telex: 37416
N.S.W. Tel: (02) 439 6633 Qld. Tel: (07) 524 059

451 8666
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information
enomeerinG
INFORMATION ENGINEERING (AUST.) PTY. LTD.
PO BOX 110, GORDON, NSW 2072 • Ph (02) 498 8199, Telex 24434 INFOCM

WHO ARE WE?
Information Engineering is both a Methodology and a Company. The Methodology is a set of
techniques for identifying and implementing effectively the data resource of an organization.
The Company delivers this methodology (termed INFOMETHOD) through training courses,
documentation and consulting.

WHY USE INFORMATION ENGINEERING?
The communication Medium of Information Engineering is the Data Model. This is a graphic
representation of the data structure of the organization supported by detailed definitions.
It acts, therefore, as an effective and precise communication medium between user and data
processing personnel. They can then perform their appropriate roles more easily —
Management designing and accessing the data resource, and Data Processing supporting
and organizing the data resource with appropriate hardware and software.

OFFICES IN AUSTRALIA, N.Z., & U.S.A. ALSO REPRESENTED IN HONG KONG & SINGAPORE

A paper by Clive Finkelstein, Managing Director of Information Engineering (Aust) Pty Ltd appears on page 127.
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